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C
hemistry is the part of science that deals with what

materials are made of and how they combine with one

another. Organic chemistry, the subject of this book, studies

all the millions of compounds that contain carbon. Another

book in this series deals with inorganic chemistry, substances

lacking carbon.

Since foods are made up of organic compounds, part of this

book involves experiments on foods and cooking. In doing

those experiments, you will be spending a lot of time in your

kitchen laboratory making use of the stove, refrigerator, and

sink. But to give you a sense of what carbon compounds are

like, we would like you to first explore their properties.

Chapters 1 through 3 will explain why chemicals change. They

will help you understand what happens in your kitchen exper-

iments.

Most of the materials you will need to carry out these pro-

jects and experiments can be found in your home. Several of

the experiments may require items that you can buy in a super-

market, a hobby or toy shop, a hardware store, or one of the

science supply companies listed in the appendix. Some may

call for articles that you may be able to borrow from your

school’s science department.

Occasionally, you will need someone to help you with an

experiment that requires more than one pair of hands or adult
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supervision. It would be best if you work with friends and

adults who enjoy experimenting as much as you do. In that way

you will all enjoy what you are doing. If any danger is

involved in doing an experiment, it will be made

known to you. In some cases, to avoid any danger to

you, you will be asked to work with an adult. Please

do so. We don’t want you to take any chances that could lead

to an injury.

Like any good scientist, you will find it useful to record

your ideas, notes, data, and anything you can conclude

from your experiments in a notebook. By so doing, you can

keep track of the information you gather and the conclusions

you reach. It will allow you to refer back to experiments you

have done and help you in doing other projects in the future.

SCIENCE FAIRS

Some of the projects in this book are followed by a section

called Science Project Ideas. These suggestions may give you

an idea for a science fair project. However, judges at such fairs

do not reward projects or experiments that are simply copied

from a book. For example, a diagram or model of an atom or

molecule would not impress most judges; however, a unique

method for preparing or identifying an organic chemical would

arouse their interest.

Science fair judges tend to reward creative thought and

imagination. It is difficult to be creative or imaginative unless

6
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you are really interested in your project; consequently, be sure

to choose a subject that appeals to you. And before you jump

into a project, consider, too, your own talents and the cost of

materials you will need.

If you decide to use a project from this book for a science

fair, you should find ways to modify or extend it. This

should not be difficult because you will discover that as you

do these projects new ideas for experiments will come to

mind—experiments that could make excellent science fair

projects, particularly because the ideas are your own and are

interesting to you.

If you decide to enter a science fair and have never done so

before, you should read some of the books listed in Further

Reading. These books deal specifically with science fairs and

will provide plenty of helpful hints and lots of useful informa-

tion that will enable you to avoid the pitfalls that sometimes

plague first-time entrants. You’ll learn how to prepare appeal-

ing reports that include charts and graphs, how to set up and

display your work, how to present your project, and how to talk

with judges and visitors.

SAFETY FIRST

Most of the projects included in this book are perfectly safe.

However, the following safety rules are well worth reading

before you start any project. Whenever doing chemistry exper-

iments, it is a good idea to wear safety glasses. Most of the

7
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substances are not dangerous, but they might sting your eyes if

they splatter.

1. Do any experiments or projects, whether from this book

or of your own design, under the supervision of a sci-

ence teacher or other knowledgeable adult.

2. Read all instructions carefully before proceeding with a

project. If you have questions, check with your supervi-

sor before going any further.

3. Maintain a serious attitude while conducting experi-

ments. Fooling around can be dangerous to you and

to others.

4. Wear approved safety glasses when you are working

with a flame or doing anything that might cause injury

to your eyes.

5. Do not eat or drink while experimenting.

6. Have a first-aid kit nearby while you are experimenting.

7. Do not put your fingers or any object other than prop-

erly designed electrical connectors into electrical

outlets.

8. Never let water droplets come in contact with a hot

lightbulb.

8
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9. Never experiment with household electricity except

under adult supervision.

10. The liquid in some thermometers is mercury. It is dan-

gerous to touch mercury or to breathe mercury vapor,

and such thermometers have been banned in many

states. When doing these experiments, use only non-

mercury thermometers, such as those filled with

alcohol. If you have a mercury thermometer in the

house, ask an adult if it can be taken to a local mer-

cury thermometer exchange location.

11. Never heat liquid organic compounds such as

alcohol over an open flame.

9
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O
rganic chemistry is about all materials that contain

carbon. As you cook, eat, and digest food, organic

chemistry is at work. When you do the laundry or dishes,

organic chemicals are used. You are surrounded by organic

chemicals and their reactions every day of your life. But

some actions and reactions are more evident than others.

A chemical reaction is a process in which one or more sub-

stances change to form new substances. The new substances

have different properties than the original ones. In the process

energy is usually absorbed or released.

Chapter
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How do you know if a chemical reaction has occurred?

Signs of a chemical reaction include a color change, a temper-

ature change, a new odor, gas bubbles, a precipitate (a new

solid that is formed), burning, or explosions. Toasted bread,

for example, is the result of a chemical reaction. It is bread that

has been slightly burned on each side. You can see a color

change and feel a texture change in the bread. The heat from

the toaster causes changes in the starches, sugars, and proteins

on the bread’s surface. If you leave the bread in the toaster for

too long, it turns black. This suggests that chemicals in the

bread have been broken down into carbon and other products.

Scientists work with chemicals by studying their qualities.

In this chapter you will begin exploring the color of materials,

whether they are strong or bland, and whether they form crys-

tals. There are many clues scientists use to identify chemicals

and understand how they mix and work together.

12
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Experiment 1.1

Chromatography 
Materials 

Chroma is the Greek word for “color.” Chromatography, a

method used to separate compounds in a mixture, can separate

organic compounds that differ in color. It works because differ-

ent compounds have different physical properties, such as the

weight of their molecules and the forces of attraction between

their molecules.

Cut a white coffee filter into even strips. You’ll need as

many strips as you have colored marking pens. On each strip

put a dot of just one color about an inch from the bottom. One

strip might have a red dot, another a black dot, and so on. Put

each strip in a clear tall drinking glass that contains a small

amount of water. Tape the strip to a pencil or chopstick so that

when the strip is hanging in the glass, the lower edge of the

strip is in the water but the colored dot is not (see Figure 1).

What happens to the colored dot as water climbs up the filter-

paper strip?

13
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� white coffee filter

� tall clear glasses

� water

� scissors

� tape

� colored non-permanent

marking pens

� pencils or chopsticks



� Why can’t you use permanent markers in this experi-

ment? Try some to find out.

� What could you use in place of water for substances that

aren’t water soluble (they don’t dissolve in water)?

� Can you think of a way to do this experiment with dyed

food items such as colored candies?

14
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Chromatography is often used to separate organic compounds.

filter paper

colored dot



� Will the temperature of the air or water have any effect
on chromatography? What would happen if you used
cold water and put the glasses in the refrigerator? How
about hot water in a very warm place?

� Examine a piece of filter paper under a microscope. How
does the appearance of the paper help you understand
why water climbs up the strip?

ACIDS AND BASES

Acids and bases have different properties. Acids taste sour and

react with some metals to form hydrogen gas. Bases taste bitter

and are slippery. Think about how sour a lemon tastes.

Lemons are acidic. Think about how hard it is to hold on to

soap in the shower. Soap is an example of a base.

The pH scale is used to measure the strength of an acidic

or basic solution. A neutral solution, such as pure water, has a

pH of 7. Acids have a pH of 0 to 7, and bases have a pH of

7 to 14. A strong acid has a pH of 0 to 4; a strong base has a

pH of 10 to14. Many of the liquids we deal with in everyday

life are weak acids (pH 4–7) or weak bases (pH 7–10).

15
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Experiment 1.2

Testing for Acids and Bases 
Materials 

The leaves of red cabbage can allow you to identify acids and

bases. Red cabbage has a pigment called anthocyanin. The

pigment’s color depends on pH.

You can make some red cabbage indicator. Be sure an

adult is present to supervise before you begin because you

will be using a stove. Put some red cabbage leaves into a pot.

Add enough water to cover the leaves. Boil the cabbage leaves

for about 20 minutes. After the liquid has cooled, strain the

colored liquid into a jar. The liquid should be purplish.

Put a few drops of your cabbage juice indicator in some

clear glasses holding small amounts of household items such as

16
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� an adult

� pot 

� red cabbage

� water

� stove

� jar

� strainer

� eyedropper

� clear glass

� baking soda

� salt

� sugar

� vinegar

� lemon juice

� household 

ammonia solution

� cream of tartar

� other household items



lemon juice, baking soda, vinegar, ammonia solution, cream of

tartar, salt, sugar, and other substances you may have selected.

If the item is an acid, the red cabbage juice indicator will turn

a pinkish to red color. A base will turn the indicator a blue to

green color. The indicator remains unchanged in a neutral

solution. Which substances were acids? Which were bases?

Were any neutral? 

INVISIBLE INK AND AN INDICATOR

You can write invisible messages with an acid such as lemon

juice or a base such as baking soda mixed with water. Use a

small watercolor brush or a cotton swab to write a message on

paper. Let the message dry completely. Then spray the paper

with the cabbage juice indicator. Why does the message

become visible?

17
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� Try to find other colored vegetables such as beets,
rhubarb, or blueberries that might be used as an indica-
tor. Could any of these serve as indicators?

� If you combine two acids, will the combination be a
stronger acid? Use pH indicator strips to find out.

� If you mix a substance that you found was acidic with a
substance that was a base, will you always form a neu-
tral solution?

18
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Experiment 1.3

A Teary Experiment 
Materials 

As you found in the previous experiment, many household

items are acidic. Did you know that the reason you “cry” when

cutting an onion is because of a chemical reaction that pro-

duces a gas? When you cut into an onion, you break its cell

walls and a gas is released. When the gas comes in contact with

water in your eyes, a chemical reaction occurs and a dilute sul-

furic acid solution is formed. When you cry, it is your body’s

natural defense against the strong acid. Notice that there is also

a strong odor, which can indicate a chemical reaction.

Do all onions cause your eyes to tear when you cut them?

Or are some varieties easier on the eyes? Go to a grocery store

and buy different types of onions. They usually come in a vari-

ety of colors. Under adult supervision, cut up different

kinds of onions. Take a break between onions to give your eyes

19
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� an adult

� onions, a variety such as

white, red, and yellow

� knives

� cutting boards 

� water

� refrigerator

� freezer

� white vinegar

� candle

� matches



some time to recover from any tearing. Be sure to wash and dry

your hands after cutting each onion. To avoid contamination,

use different knives and cutting boards for each onion, or wash

them after each use. Do some onions make you cry more than

others? Do some onions have more odor than others when you

cut them?

People use many methods to prevent the crying reaction.

Under adult supervision, try them to see if any work for

you. Use the onion that made you cry the most so that you will

be able to best decide if the method is working.

One method is to cut the onion under water. Does it mat-

ter if it’s warm or cold water?

Another method is to put the onion in the refrigerator or

freezer for 10 to15 minutes before cutting it. Why might the

cold temperature change the reaction? 

Another approach is to put a little white vinegar on the cut-

ting board. Does that help? From the previous experiment, you

learned that vinegar is an acid. Why might an acid stop the

reaction? 

Try cutting the onion with a lighted candle nearby. How

might a candle flame affect the reaction?

Do any of these methods work for you? Can you think of

another approach that might work?

20
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� Are some people more likely to cry than others when an
onion is cut? Get some volunteers and see if some peo-
ple are more sensitive than others. How will you
determine sensitivity? 

� Will wearing glasses or safety glasses decrease a per-
son’s sensitivity to onions? Design an experiment to
find out.

� Can a person build up a resistance to crying while cut-
ting onions?

21
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Experiment 1.4

Acidic Effects on Other Items 
Materials 

As you saw in the previous experiment, acids can make you

cry. What effect can they have on other things? The shell of an

egg is made of calcium carbonate (CaCO
3
), and chalk is made

from a mineral called limestone, which is also calcium carbon-

ate. Many statues and buildings are made of limestone.

Find two clear glass jars. Put an egg in each jar. Be careful

not to crack the eggshell. Pour enough water in one of the jars

to cover the egg. Cover the other egg with the same amount of

vinegar. Does the egg in the water float? Does the egg in the

vinegar float?

Follow the same procedure for two pieces of chalk. Put cov-

ers or lids on all the jars. Observe the jars over the next 24

hours. Can you predict what will happen to the eggs and chalk

in each jar?

Vinegar is acetic acid. It combines with calcium carbonate

(limestone) to produce carbon dioxide, water, and calcium

acetate. If you saw bubbles form in the jars, what was the gas?

22
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� 4 clear glass jars 

with lids

� 2 eggs

� water

� white vinegar

� 2 pieces of chalk



Does either egg float after some time has passed? If an egg is

floating, can you explain why it is floating? What happens if

you gently shake the bubbles off the egg?

How does this experiment help you understand why scien-

tists are concerned about the effects of acid rain?

� Try the same experiment with two clean chicken bones,
but make observations for a week instead of a day.
Check the bones for flexibility each day. What do you
observe? What mineral is in bones? How can you explain
what you have observed?

� Put aluminum foil in the bottom of a glass jar. Put a
small amount of tomato paste on the aluminum foil.
Place the jar in the refrigerator and observe it periodi-
cally for several weeks. Can you explain what happens?

� Many colas contain phosphoric acid. What happens if
you put an egg in such a cola? 

� Will other acidic substances such as lemon juice and fla-
vored crystals that contain citric acid have the same
effect as vinegar on an egg?

� Design your own experiment to determine how acids
can affect natural habitats.

23
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Experiment 1.5

Growing Crystals
Materials

Do this experiment under adult supervision because

you will be working with a stove and hot substances.

When you add sugar to water, the sugar dissolves. There

is a limit, though, to how much sugar will dissolve in a fixed

amount of water. When no more sugar will dissolve in the

water, the solution is said to be saturated. Temperature can

change the saturation point. As the temperature of the water

increases, so does the amount of sugar that can be dissolved.

When a saturated solution cools, there is more sugar in the

solution than is normally possible. The solution is then

supersaturated. Supersaturated solutions can change. As

a result, sugar molecules will begin to crystallize with the

slightest disturbance.

24
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� an adult

� measuring cup

� water

� small pot

� sugar

� tablespoon

� wooden spoon

� stove

� pot holder

� clear glass jar such 

as a mason jar

� string

� pencil or chopstick

� clean paper clip



Pour a cup of water into a small pot. Slowly add sugar to

the water, one tablespoon at a time. Continuously stir the

solution while adding the sugar. Once the solution is saturated

(no more sugar will dissolve in the water), heat the solution

over medium heat for a few minutes. Any sugar that hadn’t

dissolved before will dissolve as the temperature rises. Turn off

the heat and stir in as much sugar as will dissolve (about two

cups). Reheat the sugar water and boil the solution for about

a minute. The solution should be clear at this point. Turn

off the heat and ask the adult to pour the solution into a

clear jar.

Tie one end of a string to a pencil. Tie the other end to a

paper clip. Suspend the string and paper clip into the solution,

with the pencil serving as

an anchor on the rim of the

jar, as shown in Figure 2.

The string should only go

down two thirds of the

length of the jar so that the

clip is hanging in the solu-

tion and not touching the

bottom of the jar.

25
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Figure 2.

Sugar crystals can be grown

from a supersaturated sugar

solution.

supersaturated
sugar solution



Leave the jar undisturbed for seven days at room

temperature. After seven days you should see clearly defined

sugar crystals on the string. You can continue to let them grow

or eat them! You have made rock candy.

The supersaturated solution you made contained more

sugar than could normally dissolve in the water. As the water

evaporated, the solution became even more saturated and sugar

molecules began to come out of solution, forming crystals mol-

ecule by molecule.

� Look at a few granules of sugar under a microscope.
Compare their shape with the shape of the sugar crys-
tals you grew. What do you find?

� Try the same procedure used in this experiment to grow
crystals made from other chemicals such as salt, baking
soda, and alum. (All can be found in a grocery store.)
Compare the shapes of these crystals with those of
sugar, but do not eat these crystals!

26
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S
cientists in the 1600s learned through their experiments

that almost all matter, such as rocks, soil, and seawater, is

made up of mixtures. They found that these mixtures can be

separated into “pure” substances whose qualities (density, sol-

ubility, boiling temperature, etc.) do not change. Pure

substances, they realized, are of two types: elements and com-

pounds. Elements cannot be broken down further without

losing their qualities. Compounds, on the other hand, contain

two or more elements. Scientists have discovered more than

100 elements.

Chapter
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Water is a compound made up of the elements hydrogen

and oxygen. Water is a substance totally different from either

hydrogen or oxygen.

Scientists once thought that organic (carbon) compounds

could be made only by living plants or animals. However, in

1828, Friederich Wöhler (1800–1882), a German chemist,

put together urea. Urea is an organic compound normally

found in urine. He prepared it by reacting two inorganic com-

pounds, ammonium chloride and silver cyanate.

Today, thousands of carbon compounds not found in living

organisms are prepared in laboratories throughout the world.

These compounds include medicines, textiles, dyes, perfumes,

paints, vitamins, detergents, and hormones.

MOLECULES, ATOMS, AND CHEMICAL BONDS

The smallest particle of an element is an atom, and the small-

est particle of a compound is a molecule. A molecule contains

atoms of the elements that combine to form the compound. A

molecule of water (H
2
O) is made up of two atoms of hydrogen

(H
2
) and one atom of oxygen (O).

In the early 1800s John Dalton (1766–1844), an English

chemist, developed an explanation of matter. He proposed that

elements are made up of tiny indivisible, indestructible particles

called atoms. Today we know that an atom does have parts. It

consists of a center, called a nucleus, made up of protons.

Protons have a positive electric charge. Electrons, which have a

28
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negative electric charge, travel around the nucleus like planets

around the sun. Except for most hydrogen atoms, there are also

neutrons in the nucleus. Neutrons carry no charge and are

approximately equal to protons in weight. Electrons weigh only

about 1/2,000 the weight of a proton or neutron.

All the atoms of any given element, such as hydrogen, have

the same number of protons and electrons. Atoms of other ele-

ments have different numbers of protons and electrons. For

example, all hydrogen atoms have one proton and one electron;

all oxygen atoms have eight protons and eight electrons; all car-

bon atoms have six protons and six electrons.

The number of neutrons in the nuclei of an element’s atoms

may differ. In the case of hydrogen, most of its nuclei contain

one proton and no neutrons. A small fraction of its atoms have

nuclei with one neutron in addition to a proton. An even

smaller percentage have two neutrons in addition to a proton.

The atoms of an element that differ in the number of neu-

trons they contain are called isotopes. The isotopes of

hydrogen, helium, and oxygen are shown in Figure 3. The

symbols for atoms of hydrogen, helium, and oxygen are H, He,

and O. To represent isotopes, the lower number in front of the

symbol tells us the number of protons in the atom’s nucleus,

which is also known as the element’s atomic number. The

upper number in front of the symbol tells us the number of pro-

tons plus neutrons in the nucleus, which is the atom’s atomic

weight.

29
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Figure 3.

These drawings illustrate the isotopes of hydrogen and

helium, and one of oxygen’s isotopes. On a separate sheet of

paper, see if you can draw the other two isotopes of oxygen.

1

1 
H   Ordinary Hydrogen

4

2 
He   Ordinary Helium

3

2 
He   Helium 3

8

16
O   Ordinary Oxygen

8

17
O   Oxygen 17

8

18
O   Oxygen 18

2

1 
H   Deuterium

3

1 
H   Tritium



An atom’s electrons are in shells that surround the nucleus.

The first shell can hold only two electrons. Since oxygen atoms

have eight electrons, there are six electrons in the second shell

in addition to the two in the first shell. The second shell can

hold a total of eight electrons. A third shell can hold 18 elec-

trons, a fourth shell 32 electrons, and a fifth shell even more.

Uranium, the heaviest natural atom, has 92 protons and 92

electrons. Its isotopes have atomic weights of 234, 235, 236,

and 238. How many neutrons are in the nuclei of each of its

isotopes? Uranium isotope 235 has a nucleus that can split.

When it does, it releases lots of energy. The fission (splitting)

of many such nuclei was the basis for the atomic bomb.

Carbon, the element common to all organic compounds,

has six protons and six electrons. The nucleus of its most com-

mon isotope has six neutrons. The nuclei of its other two

isotopes have seven or eight neutrons. Using Figure 3 as a

guide, see if you can illustrate the three isotopes of carbon. (For

answer, see page 123.)

Some atoms can donate electrons to other atoms. Such

atoms become bonded to one another to form compounds.

Figure 4a shows how an ionic bond is formed. An atom of

lithium transfers its outermost electron to an atom of fluorine.

This results in the formation of two ions (charged atoms). The

lithium acquires a positive charge and the fluorine a negative

charge. (Remember that like charges—both positive or both

negative—repel each other. Unlike charges—a positive and a
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negative—are attracted to each other.) The resulting ions

attract one another and form a stable salt, lithium fluoride

(LiF). Many compounds, such as ordinary salt (sodium chlo-

ride, NaCl), exist as ions.

ACIDS AND BASES

Certain ions make a substance acidic or basic. Acids form

hydrogen ions (H
+
) and bases form hydroxide ions (OH

−
).

Acids are substances that donate their protons (H
+
), and

bases are substances that can accept protons. When acids

and bases react, they form a salt and water in a process called

neutralization.

However, when carbon combines with other elements, its

atoms share electrons with the atoms of the other element or

elements. Such bonds are called covalent bonds. Figure 4b

shows a carbon atom sharing its four outer electrons with one

electron from each of four hydrogen atoms. The result is a mol-

ecule of methane (CH
4
) that has four covalent bonds. The

chemical formula, CH
4
, shows that a molecule of methane is

made up of one carbon atom and four hydrogen atoms. By

sharing electrons, the carbon in methane now has the maxi-

mum number of electrons it can hold in its second shell (8),

and each hydrogen atom has the maximum number its first

shell can hold (2).
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Figure 4.

a) A lithium atom transfers an electron to a fluorine atom to

form an ionic bond. In so doing, a positive lithium ion (Li
+
)

and a negative fluoride ion (F
−
) are formed. 

b) A carbon atom shares the four electrons in its outer shell

with the four electrons of four hydrogen atoms to form four

covalent bonds in a molecule of methane (CH
4
).

a)

+ −

Lithium (Li)

Li
+

3P

4N
9P

10N

9P

10N
3P

4N

6P

6N

1P

1P

1P

1Pb)

carbon
hydrogen

Fluorine (F)

F
−



Experiment 2.1

Molecular Models 
Materials 

The diagram in Figure 4b shows four covalent bonds in

methane. But it does not show how the bonded atoms of car-

bon and hydrogen are arranged in space. Atoms do combine

to form many stable molecules by sharing electrons. However,

because all electrons carry a negative charge, the two electrons

in each bond repel the electrons in other bonds. (Remember,

like charges repel.) Consequently, the bonds that form tend to

be as far apart as possible. A three-dimensional model can be

used to show what the methane molecule might look like.

You may be able to borrow ball-and-stick chemical models

from your school’s science department. If not, you can use gum-

drops and toothpicks. A black gumdrop can represent a carbon

atom. Four gumdrops of another color can represent hydrogen

atoms. Toothpicks can represent the bonds between the carbon

and the four hydrogen atoms that form the molecule of methane.

If you place the bonds as far apart as possible, you will find that

you have made a molecule like the one in Figure 5. The overall

shape of that molecule is a tetrahedron.
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If you let yet a different colored gumdrop represent fluorine

or chlorine atoms, you can form molecules of carbon tetrafluo-

ride (CF
4
) or carbon tetrachloride (CCl

4
).

Devise other ways to make molecular models.
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Figure 5.

This gumdrop model of a methane molecule shows its shape

is a tetrahedron. This tetrahedral shape allows the covalent

bonds to have maximum separation.

gumdrop
molecule
of CH

4

tetrahedral
molecule 
of CH

4

H

HH

H

C



Experiment 2.2

Ionic and Covalent Bonds 
Materials 

Since compounds formed by ionic bonds consist of charged

atoms (ions), you might expect that they would conduct elec-

tricity. On the other hand, the molecules of compounds with

covalent bonds are not charged, so you might expect them not

to conduct electricity. You can find the answer to this puzzle.

Nearly fill a clear plastic vial with table salt. Table salt is

sodium chloride, which has equal numbers of sodium ions

(Na
+
) and chloride ions (Cl

−
). Slide two paper clips onto the

top of the vial as shown in Figure 6a. Half of each paper clip

should be inside the vial. The paper clips will serve as elec-

trodes. Use wires with alligator clips to connect the paper-clip

electrodes to a 6-volt dry-cell battery and a flashlight bulb in a
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� clear plastic vial

� table salt

� paper clips 

� 6-volt dry-cell battery or

4 D cells and a mailing

tube and masking tape 

� 3 wires, preferably with

alligator clips

� flashlight bulb

� socket (holder) for flash-

light bulb (optional)

� clothespins 

� water 

� wooden coffee stirrer

� sugar 

� cooking oil
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Figure 6.

a) This circuit can be used to test substances to see if they

conduct electricity. b) Four D cells end to end can be used to

make a 6-volt battery. c) If bulb sockets are not available,

touch the metal base of the bulb with one wire and the metal

side of the bulb with a second wire.

a)

salt

mailing tube paper clip

4th D cell

wire touching
metal side of bulb

wire touching
metal base of bulb

tape
1st D cell

6V

b)

c)



socket, as shown. If you don’t have such a battery, you can

make one by placing four D cells head to tail (Figure 6b) in a

mailing tube. The tube should be slightly shorter than the total

length of the four D cells. Use masking tape to fasten paper

clips firmly against the positive and negative terminals at each

end of the battery, as shown.

If you don’t have a socket (holder) for the bulb, touch the

metal base of the bulb with one wire and the metal side with a

second wire, as shown in Figure 6c. If necessary, use clothes-

pins to hold the ends of the wires in place.

Does the bulb light? Does solid table salt conduct electricity?

The ions in a solid are not free to move; they are in fixed

positions. But suppose you dissolve some of the salt in water so

that the ions can move. Will the solution conduct electricity?

To find out, remove half the solid salt from the vial, add water

to nearly fill it, and stir with a wooden coffee stirrer to dissolve

as much of the salt as possible. Again, connect the paper clips

to the battery and a lightbulb. Does the bulb light now? What

does this tell you? 

Table sugar (sucrose) is an organic compound. Its mole-

cules contain 45 atoms of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen joined

to one another by covalent bonds. The chemical formula for

sucrose is C
12

H
22

O
11

. Can you account for the 45 atoms? Do

you think a sugar solution will conduct electricity when dis-

solved in water? 
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To find out, half fill the vial you used before with sugar.

Add water until the vial is nearly full. Stir to make a solution

of sugar. Connect the paper-clip electrodes to the battery and

lightbulb. Does the sugar solution conduct electricity? Was

your prediction correct?

Clean and dry the vial. Then nearly fill it with cooking oil.

Add the paper clips and repeat the experiment. Does cooking

oil conduct electricity? Do you think cooking oil contains ionic

or covalent bonds?
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Experiment 2.3

Models of Other Organic Molecules 
Materials

One of the properties of carbon is its ability to bond with other

carbon atoms to form long chains. A simple organic com-

pound, ethane, has molecules consisting of two carbon atoms

and six hydrogen atoms (C
2
H

6
). Diagrams of ethane and

methane molecules are shown in Figure 7a. The small circles

represent electrons. Another way to represent covalent bonds

using a simple line to represent two electrons is shown in

Figure 7b. In these representations only the electrons in the

outer shells are shown, because they are the only ones involved

in bonding. You can think of ethane as two methane molecules

that unite after each loses an atom of hydrogen. See if you can

make a model of ethane using ball-and-stick models or gum-

drops and toothpicks. Remember the tetrahedral nature of

covalent bonding with carbon.

Compounds with three- and four-carbon chains, propane

and butane, are shown in Figure 7c. In Figure 7d, compounds

with from five- to ten-carbon chains are shown without their

attached hydrogens. Try to complete the drawings of these
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       H    

Figure 7.

a) The shared electrons in the covalent bonds in methane and

ethane molecules are represented by black dots. b) The cova-

lent bonds in methane and ethane can also be represented by

short lines (dashes). Each dash represents two electrons.

c) Propane and butane are the next two compounds in the

alkane series of hydrocarbons. d) The next six compounds in

the alkane series are shown as chains of carbon atoms joined

by covalent bonds. On a separate sheet of paper, can you add

the hydrogen atoms?

methane

a)

b)

c)

d)

methane

propane

pentane

heptane

nonane

decane

ethane

ethane

butane

hexane

octane



molecules on a separate sheet of paper. (For the answer, see

page 123.)

In the molecules of some compounds, carbon atoms share

more than one electron with another carbon atom. For exam-

ple, in ethene, or ethylene (C
2
H

4
; see Figure 8a), each carbon

atom shares two electrons with the other. Such a covalent bond

is referred to as a double bond. It can be represented by two

short lines. In ethyne, more commonly known as acetylene

(C
2
H

2
), each carbon shares three electrons to form a triple

bond, as shown in Figure 8b.

Use ball-and-stick chemical models or gumdrops and tooth-

picks to form molecular models of ethene and ethyne.

Double and triple bonds are not limited to carbon-carbon

bonding. For example, acetic acid (C
2
H

4
O

2
), the acid we com-

monly call vinegar, has a double bond between a carbon and

an oxygen atom, as shown in Figure 8c. Prepare a model of a

molecule of acetic acid.

Draw what you think are the bonds between carbon and

oxygen in carbon dioxide (CO
2
) and carbon monoxide (CO).

Then make models of the molecules of these two compounds.

HYDROCARBONS

Compounds consisting of only carbon and hydrogen are called

hydrocarbons. Hydrocarbons make up the oil pumped from

the earth. They are the compounds in gasoline, kerosene,

diesel, and various other fuels, including natural gas. They are
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also the starting points for making dyes, explosives, plastics,

aspirin, and many other drugs.

The compounds in what is known as the alkane series of

hydrocarbons have only single bonds. Part of this series, from

methane to decane, was shown in Figure 7. All compounds in

the alkane series have the general formula C
n
H

2n + 2
. The n
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H

H H

H

C – C

H

H H

H

C – C

H – C – C – H

H

O

O       H

H – C – C

       H
H

O

O       H

H – C – C

       H

H – C – C – H

Figure 8

a) Carbon atoms form a double bond by sharing four elec-

trons in ethene, or ethylene, the first hydrocarbon in the

alkene series. b) Carbon atoms form a triple bond by sharing

six electrons in ethyne, or acetylene, the first hydrocarbon in

the alkyne series. c) Acetic acid molecules contain a double

bond between a carbon atom and an oxygen atom.

ethyne (acetylene)

ethanoic (acetic) acid

ethene (ethylene)

a)

b)

c)



represents the number of carbon atoms in the molecule; the

number of hydrogen atoms is equal to twice the number of car-

bon atoms plus 2, that is, 2n + 2. For example, ethane (C
2
H

6
)

has 2 carbon atoms, so n = 2. Therefore, the number of

hydrogen atoms will be 2 × 2 + 2 = 6. How many hydrogen

atoms will there be in decane, which has ten carbon atoms?

(For the answer, see page 123.)

The alkene series of hydrocarbons are those that have one

double bond in the chain of carbon atoms. The general for-

mula for the alkenes is C
n
H

2n
. For example, propene is a

three-carbon chain molecule; therefore, n = 3, and so the num-

ber of hydrogen atoms in propene is six (2 × 3). A number of

compounds in the alkene series is shown in Figure 9a.

Hydrocarbons in the alkyne series have one triple bond in

the chain of carbon atoms. The general formula for the alkynes

is C
n
H

2n−2
. For example, butyne is a four-carbon chain mole-

cule; therefore, n = 4. The number of hydrogen atoms in

butyne is six (2 × 4 − 2). A number of compounds in the

alkyne series is shown in Figure 9b.
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ethene

pentene

heptene

octene
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H – C – C – C – C – C – C – C – C –

              nonyne

    

H – C – C – C – C – C – C – C – C – C –
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Figure 9.

a) These diagrams show the alkene series from ethene to

decene. b) The alkyne series from ethyne to decyne is shown

in these diagrams.

a)

b)



Experiment 2.4

Alkenes and Alkynes 
Materials 

Use Figures 9a and 9b to prepare molecular models of ethene,

propene, ethyne, and propyne. Then, on a separate sheet of

paper, complete the drawings of the alkene series from pentene

to decene and the alkyne series from hexyne to decyne. Finally,

show that the formulas C
n
H

2n + 2
, C

n
H

2n
, and C

n
H

2n−2
work for

all the compounds shown in Figures 7 and 9.

Why are there no compounds named methene and

methyne? (For the answer, see page 123.)

What is the origin of the prefixes meth-, eth-, pro-, but- . . .

dec- for the alkane, alkene, and alkyne series of hydrocarbons?

(For the answer, see page 124.)
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Experiment 2.5

Isomers 
Materials 

Isomers are compounds that have the same chemical formula

but differ in the way the atoms are arranged. For example, the

compound C
4
H

10
shown in Figure 10a can exist as normal

butane (n-butane) or as isobutane. Although both forms of

butane have four carbon and ten hydrogen atoms, their prop-

erties are not identical. Isobutane boils at −11.6°C, melts at

−159.4°C, and has a density of 0.55 g/mL, while n-butane

boils at −0.5°C, melts at −138.4°C, and has a density of

0.60 g/mL.

Using ball-and-stick chemical models or gumdrops and

toothpicks, make molecular models of these two isomers.

Next, make molecular models of C
5
H

12
to show that in

addition to n-pentane there are two other isomers of this

compound.

Use ball-and-stick chemical models or gumdrops and tooth-

picks to show that there are no isomers of methyl chloride

because all the structural formulas in Figure 10b are identical.
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Go on to demonstrate, using molecular models, that there

are two isomers of dichloroethane, C
2
H

4
Cl

2
. One of those iso-

mers is shown in Figure 10c.
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Figure 10.

a) These diagrams show the structural formulas of n-butane

and isobutane. b) These structural formulas of methyl chloride

are all identical. c) There are two isomers of dichloroethane.

Only one of them is shown here. Can you draw the second one

on a separate sheet of paper?

n-butane

a)

b)

c)

isobutane



Using models, show that as the length of the carbon
chain in organic molecules increases, so does the

number of possible isomers.
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s you saw in Chapter 2, compounds in which atoms

share electrons are described as having covalent bonds.

In some compounds the electrons in the covalent molecules are

not shared equally. They tend to be more concentrated at one

end of the molecule than the other. This is true of water mol-

ecules. As shown in the diagram of a water molecule in Figure

11a, the angle between the two bonds that join the hydrogen

atoms to the oxygen atom is 105 degrees. However, the oxy-

gen atom has a stronger attraction for the shared electrons

than do the hydrogen atoms. As a result, the oxygen end of

Chapter

50



the molecule is slightly negative, while the hydrogen end has a

slight positive charge. We say that the molecule is polar.

Because water molecules are polar, the hydrogen (+) end of

the molecule is attracted to the oxygen (−) end of other water

molecules. As illustrated in Figure 11b, these attractive forces

create weak bonds, called hydrogen bonds, between water

molecules.
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Figure 11.

a) In water molecules, hydrogen atoms bond to oxygen at an

angle of 105 degrees. b) The polar molecules of water are

attracted to one another through weak hydrogen bonds.

hydrogen bond
a) b)



Experiment 3.1

Polar and Nonpolar Compounds 
Materials 

You can demonstrate the polar nature of water molecules quite

easily. Charge a plastic comb by rubbing it with a paper towel

or wool cloth. Bring the comb near a thin stream of water flow-

ing from a faucet. What happens to the stream? Would it make

any difference whether the comb was positively or negatively

charged? (For the answer, see page 124.)

Now, over a sink, repeat the experiment with a thin stream

of cooking oil. To obtain a thin stream of cooking oil, use a fin-

ishing nail to make a small hole in the bottom of a Styrofoam

cup. Have a partner hold the cup with her finger over the small
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� plastic comb 

� paper towel or 

wool cloth

� water faucet

� cooking oil

� sink 

� finishing nail 

� Styrofoam cups

� a partner 

� rubbing alcohol

� propanol, methanol, or

ethanol (optional) 

� dinner fork

� paper clip

� bowl

� plastic vial or 

small glass 

� eyedroppers

� waxed paper

� toothpicks



opening while you pour some cooking oil into the cup. Charge

the comb as before and have your friend move her finger so that

a thin stream of oil flows into another cup several feet below the

opening. Does the stream bend when you hold the charged

comb near it, as shown in Figure 12? What can you conclude

about the molecules of cooking oil?

Repeat the experiment using rubbing alcohol and a new

Styrofoam cup. What happens this time? Can you conclude

that the molecules of rubbing alcohol are polar? 

Rubbing alcohol is 70 percent isopropanol (also called iso-

propyl alcohol) and 30 percent water. So the effect you saw

could have been due to the water in the mixture. If possible,

obtain some pure propanol, methanol (methyl alcohol), or

ethanol (ethyl alcohol) and repeat the experiment. What do

you find?

MORE ON WATER’S POLARITY

The polarity of water molecules causes them to attract one

another. The attractive forces between their molecules causes

water to pull together. The tendency of water to hold together

creates a skin on the surface, a property called surface ten-

sion. To see how well water holds together, use a clean dinner

fork to gently place a paper clip on the surface of some

clean water in a bowl. Notice that the paper clip doesn’t sink.

But if you look closely, you will see that it does bend the

water’s “skin.”
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Figure 12.

Are molecules of cooking oil polar? 

charged comb

cooking oil



To see another effect of the polarity of water molecules, fill

a plastic vial or small glass with water. Then, using an eyedrop-

per, see how high you can heap the water above the edge of the

vessel.

To demonstrate still another effect of water’s polarity, use a

clean eyedropper to place a drop of water on a sheet of waxed

paper. Notice the round shape of the drop when viewed from

the side. Place a second drop of water close to the first one.

Then use a toothpick to slowly move the second drop closer to

the first one. What happens immediately when the two drops

touch?

Repeat these three experiments using cooking oil in place

of water. How might you expect the results to differ? How do

they differ? 

Design and carry out an experiment to measure the sur-
face tension of different liquids.
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Experiment 3.2

Polarity, Alcohols, and 
Organic Acids 

Materials 

Like water, common alcohols such as methanol, ethanol,

propanol, and isopropanol are polar. To see why, use ball-and-

stick chemical models or gumdrops and toothpicks to prepare

a model of methanol (methyl alcohol). The structural formulas

for methanol, ethanol, propanol, isopropanol, and water are

shown in Figure 13a.

From your model, you can see that the methanol molecule

can be thought of as a water molecule in which one hydrogen

atom has been replaced by a CH
3
− group. A two-carbon or

three-carbon chain with associated hydrogen atoms appears in

the case of ethanol, propanol, or isopropanol.

Many organic acids (those containing carbon) form

hydrogen ions (H
+
) in water. Organic acids have a −COOH
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Figure 13.

a) Like water, alcohols have polar molecules. 

b) The same is true of organic acids such as ethanoic acid,

commonly called acetic acid. 

c) Acetic acid forms hydrogen ions in water.

water

a)

b)

c)

propanol

acetate ion

acetic acid

hydrogen ion

hydrogen ion
surrounded

by water
molecules

methanol ethanol

isopropanol



group at one end of the molecule. The acetic acid molecule

(Figure 13b) shows this pattern. The acid’s hydrogen atom

attracts the oxygen ends of water molecules. In some of the

acetic acid molecules, this hydrogen atom is pulled away from

the rest of the molecule. When this happens, the hydrogen

atom leaves its electron with the molecule. The result is a

hydrogen ion (H
+
) and a negative organic ion (an ion con-

taining carbon). In the case of acetic acid, the negative ion is

the acetate ion shown in Figure 13c. The hydrogen ion (H
+
)

gives the acid its characteristic properties. These properties

include a sour taste, the ability to turn blue litmus paper red,

and reactions with some metals and other substances such as

baking soda.

Use ball-and-stick chemical models or gumdrops and tooth-

picks to prepare a model of acetic acid. Also prepare water

molecule models and use them to show how acetic acid is con-

verted to hydrogen ions and acetate ions.

You can easily see the reaction between acetic acid

(CH
3
COOH) and baking soda (NaHCO

3
). Simply add

about 10 mL of vinegar, which is a solution of acetic acid, to

one teaspoon of baking soda in a drinking glass. What hap-

pens? What gas do you think is produced?

From the chemical formulas, you might think the gas pro-

duced could be oxygen (O
2
), hydrogen (H

2
), carbon monoxide

(CO), or carbon dioxide (CO
2
). It is not carbon monoxide,

which is a poisonous gas. Remembering that oxygen makes
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things burn faster, hydrogen burns in air, and carbon dioxide

is used to extinguish fires, repeat the experiment. As the gas is

being produced, ask an adult to lower a burning match into

the glass. What happens? Which gas can you conclude is being

produced?

Now that you know what gas is produced, see if you can

complete the chemical equation shown below. Write the equa-

tion on a separate sheet of paper.

vinegar    + baking soda

CH
3
COO

− + H
+ + Na

+ + HCO
3

− → Na
+ + CH

3
COO

− + ? + ?

After you complete the equation, there should be as many

atoms of each element on the right side of the arrow as there

are on the left. Are there? (For the answer, see page 124.)
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Experiment 3.3

Polarity, Solubility, and Density 
Materials 

If a solid dissolves (disappears) when mixed with a liquid, we say

the solid is soluble in the liquid. If little or none of the solid dis-

solves, we say it is insoluble. If two liquids dissolve in one another,

we say they are miscible. If they don’t dissolve in one another, we

say they are immiscible. In general, substances with covalent

bonds, such as hydrocarbons, are insoluble in water, while ionic

and polar substances are soluble. The general properties, includ-

ing solubility, of polar and nonpolar compounds, are listed

in Table 1.
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� teaspoon

� salt (NaCl)

� water

� small glass

� cooking oil 

� balance for weighing

� 100-mL graduated 

cylinder

� rubbing alcohol

� methanol 

� ethanol

� small, tall jar with 

a screw-on cap

� vinegar 

� an egg 

� table knife

� cereal bowl 

� sugar 

� citric acid

� detergent

� mucilage 

(plant gum)



Table 1:

PROPERTIES OF POLAR AND NONPOLAR COMPOUNDS.

Type of compound General properties

polar
Ends of molecules carry a small electric

charge opposite in sign.

Tend to form ions in water.

Chemical bonding may be ionic.

Tend to be soluble in other polar 

compounds.

Tend to be insoluble in nonpolar 

compounds.

nonpolar Molecules are uniformly neutral.

Do not form ions in water.

Chemical bonds are covalent.

Tend to be soluble in other nonpolar

compounds.

Tend to be insoluble in polar 

compounds.

Polar and Nonpolar Compounds



Salt, sodium chloride (NaCl), is a solid that consists of

sodium ions (Na
+
) and chloride ions (Cl

−
). Looking at

Table 1, would you expect salt to be soluble in water? To

check your prediction, add a teaspoonful of salt to a small

glass. Add about 150 mL of water and stir the mixture.

Does salt dissolve in water?

As you found in Experiments 2.2 and 3.1, cooking oil

appears to have covalent, nonpolar chemical bonds. Would you

expect cooking oil to be soluble in water? To find out, add a

teaspoon of cooking oil to about 100 mL of water in a small

glass. Stir the two liquids. Do cooking oil and water dissolve in

one another; that is, are they miscible? 

Another property of substances is density. The density of a

substance is its weight per volume. That is,

density  =
weight   

, or D   =
W 

1volume1 1V1

For liquids, density is usually measured in grams per milliliter

(g/mL). Which do you predict is less dense, water or cooking

oil? Why? (For the answer, see page 124.)

To confirm your prediction, weigh a 100-mL graduated

cylinder. Fill the cylinder to the 100-mL line with water and

reweigh. How many grams does 100 mL of water weigh?

What is the density of water in g/mL? Repeat the experiment

using cooking oil. What is the density of cooking oil? Was your

prediction correct? 
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Next, add some cooking oil to 100 mL of rubbing alcohol.

Which do you think is more dense, alcohol or cooking oil?

What makes you think so? Confirm your prediction by finding

the density of rubbing alcohol. Is it more or less dense than

cooking oil? 

If you stir the mixture of cooking oil and alcohol, do the

liquids dissolve in one another? If they dissolve to form a

solution, the solution will be clear (you can see through it).

Is this mixture clear? Leave the mixture overnight. What

happens?

Do you think rubbing alcohol and water are miscible (sol-

uble in one another)? What about methanol and water?

Ethanol and water? Do all these liquids consist of polar mole-

cules? Try mixing each of these alcohols with water. Do they

dissolve in one another?

Find a small, tall jar with a screw-on cap. Add vinegar to

the jar until it is about 1/8 full. Then add about twice as much

cooking oil. Do vinegar and cooking oil appear to be miscible? 

Put the cap on the jar. Then shake the jar in order to break

up the liquids and mix them together. Notice the tiny droplets

of cooking oil spread throughout the liquid. Such a mixture is

called an emulsion. Let the emulsion sit for a few minutes.

What happens to the two liquids over time? Why is this mix-

ture called a temporary emulsion? Where else have you seen

an emulsion? One example is an oil spill in the ocean. They
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are difficult to clean up because the wind and waves mix oil

and seawater, forming an emulsion.

Next in the experiment, separate the yolk of an egg from

the white. This can be done by first cracking the egg around

its center with a table knife. Hold the egg upright over a

cereal bowl and remove the upper half of the shell. Some egg

white will fall into the bowl when you remove the upper half

of the shell. Now carefully pour the yolk, trying not to break

it, from one half of the shell to the other several times over the

bowl. As you do so, more egg white will fall into the bowl.

When most of the egg white has been removed, pour the yolk

into the mixture of oil and vinegar, put the cap back on the

jar, and shake it again. Let this mixture sit for a few minutes.

Is this a more permanent emulsion? Why do you think the

egg yolk is called an emulsifying agent? Always wash your

hands after handling raw eggs, and rinse the egg down

the drain.

There are many other emulsifying agents. In place of the

egg yolk, you might repeat the experiment using a few drops

of detergent, or mucilage (plant gum), which contains gum

arabic.

There are exceptions to the general rules about solubility.

For example, ammonia (NH
3
) is a covalent compound that is

very soluble in water. Sucrose, ordinary table sugar

(C
12

H
22

O
11

), is a covalent compound that is also very soluble
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in water. Is it soluble in rubbing alcohol or methanol? Design

and carry out an experiment to find out.

Citric acid (see Figure 14) has three –COOH groups. It

looks like three acetic acid molecules joined together. Do you

think citric acid is soluble in water? Do you think it is soluble

in rubbing alcohol? How about in methanol? Experiment to

find out.
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       H

H – C – C

       

O

HO
       

H – O – C – C

       

O

HO
O

HO

       

H – C – C

       H

Figure 14.

This diagram shows the structural formula of citric acid.

citric acid (C
6
H

8
O

7
)



suspension is a mixture that contains small particles
of an insoluble solid dispersed through a liquid. You

can make a very interesting suspension by putting 125 mL
(1/2 cup) of cornstarch into a pan and adding half as much
water. Mix the solid and liquid together with your hands.
What happens when you try to squeeze a handful of the
stuff? Try to pick up the mixture using a spoon. Put some of
the suspension on a flat surface. What happens to it?
Punch a small hole in a piece of paper and put some of the
mixture over the hole. Does it leak through? What other
properties do you notice about this strange stuff?

FATS, SOAPS, DETERGENTS, AND 

POLAR MOLECULES

The structural formula for a fat, glyceryl tristearate, is shown

in Figure 15a. When boiled with sodium hydroxide (NaOH),

also known as lye, an alcohol (glycerol) and a soap (sodium

stearate) are produced. The chemical equation for that reac-

tion is shown in Figure 15b.

In Colonial America and on the Western frontier, people

made soap by boiling wood ashes with animal fat. Wood
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ashes are rich in potassium carbonate (K
2
CO

3
), an alkaline

(basic) substance that, like lye (NaOH), can react with fat

to produce soap.

As Figure 16a reveals, one end of a soap molecule is a

long hydrocarbon chain, which, like all hydrocarbons, is not

soluble in water. The other end (−COONa) is polar and
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       H           O

H – C – O – C – C17 H35

                    O

H – C – O – C – C17 H35

                    O

H – C – O – C – C17 H35

       H

+   3NaOH → 

                     O

+   3H35C17  – C – O – Na

       H           O

H – C – O – C – C17H35

                    O

H – C – O – C – C17H35

                    O

H – C – O – C – C17H35

       H

       H

H – C – O – H

H – C – O – H

H – C – O – H

       H

Figure 15.

a) This diagram shows the structural formula of a fat, glyceryl

tristearate. b) This fat reacts with sodium hydroxide to form

glycerol, an alcohol, and sodium stearate, a soap.

a)

b)
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Figure 16.

a) A soap molecule has a hydrocarbon end that is not soluble

in water. Its other end is polar and attracts water molecules.

b) One end of a soap molecule attracts water. The other end

attracts dirt and stains. As a result, soap brings dirt and water

together so that the dirt can be washed away.

hydrocarbon part of soap molecule

dirt particles

water
molecules

O

– C – O – Na part of soap molecule

a)

b)



quite soluble in water. The hydrocarbon end of the soap

molecule is hydrophobic, which means “water fearing.” The

polar end is hydrophilic, which means “water loving.”

Since most stains, such as grease and dirt, are made of non-

polar molecules, they cannot be dissolved and carried away by

water. However, nonpolar dirts and stains are soluble in the

hydrophobic end of soap molecules. But the hydrophilic end of

the soap molecule is soluble in water. As a result, the soap mole-

cules bring the dirt and water together so that they can be washed

away from clothes or other stained materials. (See Figure 16b.)

Detergents are similar to soap, but they are designed to

penetrate stains better, are more soluble in cold water, and do

not leave scumlike residues.

Experiment 3.4

Polarity, Soap, and Suds
Materials 

Find an old piece of cotton cloth and rub a section of it against

some dirt on a floor or on the ground. Pour some water onto
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� piece of cotton cloth 

� dirt 

� water 

� hand soap 

� detergent 

� drinking straw

� test tube or vial



the dirty spot and try to remove the dirt with water. Can water

remove the dirty stain? Now rub some moist hand soap into the

stain and then rinse the soap away with water. What has hap-

pened to the dirty stain?

Repeat the experiment but this time use a detergent rather

than soap.

Among water, wet soap, and wet detergent, which is the

best way to remove dirt from cotton fabric? 

MAKING SUDS

Use a straw to blow air softly into some soapy water. What

happens?

Next, half fill a test tube or vial with water. Cover the tube

or vial and shake to mix the water with air. What do you see

after shaking?

Now add a drop of liquid soap or detergent to the test tube

or vial. Cover the vessel and shake to mix the liquid with air.

Try to explain why you find many small bubbles on the surface

of the liquid when you stop shaking. Why weren’t the bubbles

there when you used water alone?
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Experiment 3.5

Food Coloring, Water, 
Milk, and Soap 

Materials 

Your grandparents may remember when milk came in clear

bottles. The fatty part of the milk (the cream), which was less

dense and more yellowish than the rest of the milk, could be

found at the top of the bottle. People who liked cream in their

coffee or tea would pour the liquid at the top of the bottle into

a separate container.

You can still buy whole milk, milk with the fat as it came from

the cow. Normally, at least 3.25 percent of whole milk is fat.

However, you don’t see the cream. The fatty part of the milk has

been broken up into tiny particles to form a permanent emulsion.

The milk is said to be homogenized. You can also buy skim milk,

as well as 1 percent and 2 percent milk. The fat (cream) has

been removed from skim milk. For 1 percent and 2 percent milk,

the percentage refers to the fraction of the milk that is fat.
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� cold water

� small plastic cup, such 

as a yogurt container

� food coloring

� cotton swab

� soapy water

� milk: whole, skim, 

1 percent, 2 percent,

powdered, cream, and

half-and-half



In this experiment you will see how food coloring behaves in

water and in milk of different fat concentrations. You will also

investigate the effect of soap on the behavior of food coloring in

milk. The dyes in food coloring are dissolved in water and propy-

lene glycol. As you may have guessed from the -ol ending,

propylene glycol is an alcohol.

Pour some cold water into a small plastic cup such as an

empty yogurt cup. Add a drop of food coloring. Does the food

coloring remain as a drop or does it spread through the water?

Would you expect the food coloring to contain polar or nonpo-

lar molecules? (Remember: polar molecules are usually soluble

in one another.)

Pour out the water and food coloring. Rinse the cup, then

pour some whole milk into it. Add a drop of the same food col-

oring you used before to the surface of the milk. What happens

this time? How can you explain the difference in the behavior

of the food coloring?

Dip one end of a cotton swab into some soapy water. Touch

the edge of the food coloring on the milk with the soapy cotton

swab. What happens? How can you explain what you

observe? What happens if you add more soap to the milk?

Will the concentration of fat in the milk affect the way the

food coloring responds to the milk and to soap? To find out,

repeat the experiment using skim, 1 percent, 2 percent, and a

powdered milk solution, as well as cream and half-and-half.

What do you find?
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� Investigate how cream is changed to butter. Then see if
you can devise a way to make butter yourself.

� How would you expect the densities of the different con-
centrations of milk to compare? To check your
predictions, obtain samples of skim, 1 percent, 2 percent,
and whole milk, as well as cream. Measure the density of
each sample. Do your results confirm your predictions?

� From the nutrition facts printed on milk containers, show
that the concentration of fat in 1 percent milk really is
one percent. Do the same for 2 percent and skim milk.
What is the percentage of fat in whole milk? Why do you
think it may differ for milk from different dairies?
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Experiment 3.6

Cis-Trans Isomers 
Materials 

Wear gloves and safety glasses while doing this exper-

iment. From Experiment 2.5, you know that isomers are

compounds with the same chemical formula but differ in how the

atoms are arranged. In a cis arrangement of atoms, certain atoms

or groups of atoms, such as OH, are on the same side of the mol-

ecule. In a trans arrangement, these groups are on opposite sides

of the molecule. If a compound shows a cis isomer and a trans

isomer, the compound is said to have cis-trans isomerism.

Figure 17a shows two carbon atoms joined by a double

bond (four covalent electrons). Such a bond makes cis-trans iso-

mers possible because the carbon atoms cannot rotate if they are

joined by a double bond. In Figure 17b, you see the cis and
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� safety gloves

� safety glasses

� balance

� maleic and fumaric acids

(obtain from a school 

science lab or science

supply company)

� paper

� test tubes

� masking tape and marker

� graduated cylinder 

� water 

� pH test paper (obtain

from a school science 

lab or science supply

company)

� magnesium ribbon

� calcium carbonate



trans forms of dichloroethene. As the drawings reveal, in the cis

isomer the two chlorine atoms are on the same side of the mol-

ecule. In the trans form, the two chlorine atoms are on opposite

sides of the molecule. In this experiment you will examine two

weak acids, maleic acid and fumaric acid. These two organic

compounds are cis-trans isomers.
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C – C

H
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H

Cl Cl

H
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Figure 17.

a) Here you see two carbon atoms joined by a double bond. The

double bond prevents the joined atoms from rotating. b) These

two structural formulas show the cis and trans forms of

dichloroethene. c) Here you see structural formulas for the cis

and trans molecules of two organic acids. Both acids have the

same formula, C
4
H

4
O

4
, but different physical properties.

cis

a)

b)

c)

cistrans

trans



The two acids, shown in Figure 17c, have the same formula

(C
4
H

4
O

4
) but different physical properties because of their dif-

ferent structures. One is maleic acid, the other is fumaric acid.

We have purposely not identified which acid is the trans form

and which is the cis form. We leave that to you.

Weigh out 0.1 gram samples of maleic and fumaric acids on

separate pieces of paper. Label a test tube “M” for maleic

acid; label a second test tube “F” for fumaric acid. Add

10 mL of water to each tube. Pour each weighed sample into

the appropriate labeled test tube. Cover each tube and shake.

Which acid is more soluble in water? Which form, cis or trans,

would you expect to be more polar? (Remember, polar mole-

cules tend to be more soluble in water than nonpolar

molecules.)

Prepare another solution of maleic acid by dissolving 0.1 g

of the acid in 20 mL of water. Divide the solution equally

among three small test tubes. To measure the pH (acidity) of

the solution, insert a strip of pH test paper into one test tube.

Compare the color of the strip with the colors on the test paper

holder. What is the pH of the acid?

To a second sample of the acid, add a small piece of mag-

nesium ribbon. What do you observe? To the third sample,

add a small piece of calcium carbonate. What do you observe?

(Magnesium and calcium carbonate both react with hydrogen

ions to form hydrogen gas.)
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Repeat this experiment after dissolving 0.1 g of fumaric

acid in 20 mL of water. How do the results with fumaric acid

compare with those for maleic acid?

Some properties of maleic and fumaric acids are shown in

Table 2.

Table 2:

SOME PROPERTIES OF MALEIC AND FUMARIC ACIDS.

Based on the evidence from your experiment and the data

in Table 2, which acid isomer do you think is the trans form?

Which is the cis form? On what do you base your conclusion?

maleic acid fumaric acid

melting point (°C) 130.5 287

solubility in water

(g/100mL at 25°C)
79 0.7

approximate pH for

1g/200 mL of water
2 3
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Experiment 3.7

Polymers and Diapers 
Materials 

Some organic molecules with a double or triple bond will join

together to form long chainlike molecules. The joining of like mol-

ecules to form heavier ones is called polymerization. The large

molecules formed by this process are called polymers. Figure 18a

shows how two ethene (ethylene) molecules can be joined to form

a molecule of butene. In Figure 18b you see that many ethene

molecules can join to form a long-chain hydrocarbon.

There are many natural polymers such as starch, cellulose,

fats, waxes, oils, and proteins (which include enzymes, hor-

mones, wool, and silk). Manmade, or synthetic, polymers are

found in plastics and textiles such as Lucite, Plexiglas, nylon,

and polyester.

One synthetic polymer, sodium polyacrylate, is found

in superabsorbent diapers. To see why this polymer is found in
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� an adult

� several superabsorbent

diapers

� balance for weighing

� sink

� measuring cup 

� water 

� scissors

� forceps 

� matches

� paper towel



diapers, first remove one such diaper from a package and weigh

it. Then place the diaper in a sink and open it. The polymer is

enclosed within a thin rectangular cloth that runs along the cen-

ter of the diaper. Carefully pour a cup of water along the length

of the central part of the diaper. What happens to the water?

Continue to add cups of water until the diaper is saturated. Lift

the diaper and let any excess water fall into the sink. Now

reweigh the diaper. What weight of water was absorbed?

How much water did one gram of the polymer absorb? To

find out, use scissors to carefully cut away the portion of a dry

diaper that contains the polymer and weigh it. Then calculate

the ratio:
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many

Figure 18.

a) Like molecules with double or triple bonds can join to form

larger molecules. b) The joining of many of these small mole-

cules can lead to very large molecules called polymers.

ethene

a)

b)

1 butene



To see what the polymer in a dry diaper looks like, use scis-

sors to cut through the thin cloth that covers the sodium

polyacrylate. What does the polymer look like? Describe its

texture. Will it burn? To find out, use forceps to hold a sample

of the polymer over a sink. Ask an adult to try to ignite the

polymer with a match. Is the polymer flammable? What evi-

dence do you have that polyacrylate is an organic compound?

Remember that organic molecules contain carbon. Why are

there warnings on diaper packages telling people not to allow

diapered babies near flames?

To see what the polymer looks like after absorbing water,

make a small slit in the saturated diaper. Describe the polymer

after it has absorbed water. Is sodium polyacrylate hydrophilic

or hydrophobic? 

Do you think there should be warnings on superabsorbent

diapers telling parents not to let babies wear such a diaper in a

swimming pool?

Put a small sample of the wet polymer on a paper towel.

Place the towel in a warm place. Does the wet polymer even-

tually dry? Does it return to its original form? If it does, will it

still absorb water?
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weight of water absorbed, in grams  
= water absorbed by 1g of polymer

11 weight of polymer, in grams 11



Experiment 3.8

Polymers and Plastics
Materials 

Plastics are formed by the polymerization of organic com-

pounds. There are a number of common plastics that are used

to package foods and liquids. Some of these include (1) poly-

ethylene terephthalate (PET), (2) high-density polyethylene

(HDPE), (3) polyvinyl chloride (PVC), (4) low-density

polyethylene (LDPE), (5) polypropylene (PP), and (6)

polystyrene (PS). The number preceding each plastic listed

above is also the number used to code the plastic for recycling

purposes. Many communities ask citizens to recycle plastics,
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� 6 different plastic food

containers (coded 1, 2,

3, 4, 5, or 6 inside a

small triangle on the 

bottom of most plastic

containers)

� scissors

� envelopes or small 

containers

� marking pen

� block of wood 

� ruler

� balance

� water

� steel objects such as

washers, nuts, or bolts

� 100-mL graduated 

cylinder

� cooking oil

� rubbing alcohol

� sugar 

� spoon

� kosher salt



and the code is useful in identifying the type of plastic. You will

find the code number inside a small triangle on the bottom of

most plastic containers.

To carry out this experiment you will need to collect at least

one container made from each of the plastics named above.

Once you have done that, use scissors to cut seven or more

samples from each kind of plastic. The samples can be squares

roughly about 2 cm (1 in) on a side. Samples of each kind of

plastic should be kept separate and placed in labeled envelopes

or containers.

Are there properties such as appearance, color, flexibility,

response to bending, and texture that you can use to identify

these plastics? 

One property that is very helpful in identifying substances

is density. You found the density of water, cooking oil, and rub-

bing alcohol (70% isopropyl alcohol) in Experiment 3.3. You

also found that liquids that are not miscible float on denser liq-

uids and sink in less dense ones. The same is true of solids

placed in liquids.

To confirm that solids sink in less dense liquids and float in

denser ones, find a block of wood and measure its length, width,

and height. How can you find its volume from these three mea-

surements? Next, weigh the block. Then calculate its density.

Remember: density = weight ÷ volume. Compare the density of

the wood with the density of water, which is one gram per
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milliliter. Do you think the wood will sink or float in water?

Place it in water. Were you right?

Next, find the density of some steel objects such as washers,

nuts, or bolts. For example, you might gather a number of iden-

tical steel washers and weigh them. Then carefully drop them

into a 100-mL graduated cylinder that holds 50 mL of water.

If the water rises to the 85-mL line, you’ll know the volume of

the washers is 35 mL (85 mL − 50 mL). Based on the way

you measured the volume, would you expect the steel to be

more or less dense than water? Calculate the density of the

steel. Were you right?

It would be difficult to find the density of the different sam-

ples of plastic you have collected. They are too big to fit into a

graduated cylinder. You might cut them into small pieces,

weigh them, and put them in a graduated cylinder. But it

would be difficult to submerge them in the cylinder if they float.

There is another way to find their approximate densities.

You can place them in liquids whose density you know and see

whether they sink or float. For example, if one plastic floats in

water, you know its density is less than one gram per cubic cen-

timeter. If another plastic sinks in water you know its density is

greater than one gram per cubic centimeter. If you do this with

a number of liquids with different densities, you can estimate

the density of each plastic quite accurately.

You already know the density of water, cooking oil, and

rubbing alcohol. You can also prepare some other liquids
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whose densities will be different from those of the three liquids

you have already measured. Note that a milliliter and a cubic

centimeter have the same volume.

Prepare each of the following liquids and measure their

densities:

a) Mix 100 mL of rubbing alcohol with 40 mL of water.

b) Mix 100 mL of rubbing alcohol with 50 mL of water.

c) Add 140 mL of water to 70 grams of sugar and stir

until the sugar dissolves.

d) Prepare a saturated solution of salt by adding 370

grams of kosher salt to one liter of water. Stir until no

more salt will dissolve. It might be a good idea to leave

this solution overnight to be sure as much salt as possi-

ble has dissolved. Some salt will remain undissolved.

Prepare a data table similar to Table 3. Test each sample

by submerging the plastic in the liquid. Be sure to submerge it;

surface tension might prevent it from sinking. In each of the liq-

uids whose density you know, which plastics sink? Which

float? In the blank spaces under each plastic, write an F or an

S depending on whether the plastic floats or sinks in the liquid.

What is the approximate density of each type of plastic?

Which plastic is the most dense? Which is the least dense?
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Table 3:

FINDING THE APPROXIMATE DENSITY OF 

SIX TYPES OF PLASTICS BY SUBMERGING 

THEM IN LIQUIDS OF UNKNOWN DENSITY.

Plexiglas is another plastic. Carry out an experiment to
determine its density.
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Liquid 
used

Approximate 
density of 

liquid

PLASTICS

1 
(PET)

2
(HDPE)

3
(PVC)

4
(LDPE)

5
(PP)

6
(PS)

alcohol see Experiment 3.3

alcohol + water

(100:40)

alcohol + water

(100:50)

cooking oil see Experiment 3.3

water 1.0 g/cc

sugar water 

salt water 



S
cientists divide the foods we eat into carbohydrates, fats,

and proteins. All three types are organic compounds.

Carbohydrates and fats contain only carbon, hydrogen, and

oxygen. In addition to these elements, proteins contain nitro-

gen and sometimes sulfur, as well as phosphorus. Proteins

are needed to make new cells and repair old ones. In order

to use these basic food types to obtain energy, grow new tis-

sue, and repair old tissue, we also need other essential

nutrients—vitamins and minerals.
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CARBOHYDRATES

Carbohydrates are the most abundant and the least

expensive type of food. The carbo- part of the term carbohy-

drate tells you that these compounds contain carbon. The

Greek word for water is hydor. The hydrate part of the word

indicates water (H
2
O). The elements in carbohydrates are

chemically combined in a particular ratio. Carbohydrate

molecules contain two hydrogen atoms for every oxygen

atom.

Sugars are carbohydrates. The Greek word for sugar is

sakcharon. There are simple sugars, such as glucose and fruc-

tose, which are called monosaccharides. All monosaccharide

molecules have 6 carbon atoms, 12 hydrogen atoms, and 6

oxygen atoms (C
6
H

12
O

6
). Their properties may be different

because the atoms in their compounds are arranged differently

(see Figures 19a and 19b).

Disaccharide sugars (C
12

H
22

O
11

)—sucrose, lactose, and

maltose—occur in nature. They can be converted to monosac-

charide sugars by reactions that add a molecule of water as

shown in Figure 19c. Disaccharides must be converted

(digested) to monosaccharides in your body before they can be

absorbed into your blood.

Polysaccharides, such as starch, are polymers made by the

union of many monosaccharide molecules. The formula for a

starch, (C
6
H

10
O

5
)

n
, reveals that each of the monosaccharide
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molecules must lose a molecule of water as the polymer is

formed. Again, the starch we eat must be digested and

changed to monosaccharides before it can be used by our body

cells.
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       C – H     

H – C – O – H

H – O – C – H

H – C – O – H

H – C – O – H

O

H – C – O – H

       H

 H – C – O – H

H – C – O

H – O – C – H

H – C – O – H

H – C – O – H

H

H – C – O – H

       H

C12H22O11 + H2O  →  C6H12O6 + C6H12O6

Figure 19.

a) Glucose and fructose are both monosaccharides, C
6
H

12
O

6
,

but their atoms are arranged differently, as you can see from

these structural formulas. b) Disaccharide sugars, such as

sucrose, can be converted to monosaccharide sugars by

hydrolysis (combining chemically with water).

glucose

a)

b)

fructose



Experiment 4.1

Testing for Carbohydrates 
Materials 

In this experiment, you will test for both polysaccharides and

monosaccharides.

TESTING FOR STARCH (POLYSACCHARIDE)

To avoid staining your fingers and to protect your

eyes, wear plastic gloves and safety glasses while

doing this experiment.

Starch can be identified very easily because it turns dark

blue in the presence of iodine. Furthermore, when starch is
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� plastic gloves

� safety glasses

� tincture of iodine 

� eyedropper

� water

� small, clear 

drinking glass

� cornstarch 

� saucers

� raw and cooked potatoes

� white bread

� milk

� white meat, such as

chicken breast

� unsalted crackers

� Diastix
®

reagent sticks

(from a drugstore)

� corn or maple syrup

� graduated cylinder

� toothpick

� sucrose (table sugar)

� variety of juices, such 

as grape juice, orange

juice, apple juice, etc.

� teaspoon



slowly converted into sugar, samples change color from dark

blue to bluish red, to red, to faint red, to no change.

Prepare a dilute iodine solution by mixing about 10 drops

of tincture of iodine with 30 drops of water in a small, clear

drinking glass. Be careful handling iodine. It is a poison.

To confirm the test for starch, place a small amount of corn-

starch on a saucer. Add a drop of the iodine solution. What do

you observe?

In separate shallow dishes, place a slice of crushed raw

potato, some cooked potato, a piece of white bread, some milk,

some chopped white meat such as chicken breast, and an

unsalted cracker.

Test each sample by adding a drop of the iodine solution.

Record your results in a notebook. Do not put anything

with iodine on it into your mouth!

Discard the food samples and wash the dishes they were

on when you finish the experiment.

Which foods contain starch? What other foods might you

test for starch?

TESTING FOR A SIMPLE SUGAR

(MONOSACCHARIDE)

Diastix
®

reagent sticks are used by diabetics to test for sugar in

their urine. These sticks are plastic strips with a chemical at

one end. The chemical turns color in the presence of glucose

and can measure the concentration of the sugar in a solution.
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You can obtain such strips, or a suitable substitute, from a

drugstore.

Pour about 5 mL of corn or maple syrup into a saucer. Add

about 5 mL of water and dip the chemical end of a reagent stick

in the liquid. Follow the directions on the bottle of the sticks to test

for glucose. Does the syrup contain glucose? From the test stick,

can you determine the concentration of glucose in the syrup?

Repeat the experiment using 10 mL of a saturated solution

of sucrose (table sugar). Does this sugar solution contain any

glucose?

In separate dishes, place a few milliliters of milk and a variety

of juices, such as grape juice, orange juice, apple juice, and so on.

Test with a reagent stick. Do any of these liquids contain glucose?

Next, crush or pour samples of raw and cooked potatoes,

an unsalted cracker, bread, milk, and cooked white chicken

meat onto separate saucers. Add about a teaspoon of warm

water to each sample and stir. Then use a reagent stick to test

for glucose. What do you conclude?

Chew an unsalted cracker for two or three minutes so that it

has time to react with the saliva in your mouth. As you chew, you

may notice that the cracker begins to have a sweet taste. Saliva

contains amylase, an enzyme that breaks starch into sucrose,

which is what you may taste. Can it break the disaccharide into

glucose, a monosaccharide? To find out, spit out two samples of

the unsalted cracker that you have thoroughly chewed onto sep-

arate saucers. Mix each of these samples with a little water. Test
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one sample with a drop of iodine solution. Test the second sam-

ple with a reagent stick. Did the thoroughly chewed cracker still

contain starch? Did it contain any glucose?

Mix ¼ teaspoon of cornstarch with an equal amount of corn

or maple syrup, which, as you know from an earlier test, contains

a simple sugar. Add a teaspoon of water and stir the mixture

with a toothpick. Pour a small amount of the mixture onto a

saucer and test with reagent stick. Then add a drop of iodine

solution to the mixture. Remember: iodine is poisonous!

Can you get a positive test for glucose when the sugar is mixed

with starch? Can you get a positive test for starch when the starch

is mixed with glucose?

� Can Diastix® reagent sticks be used to test for other sim-
ple sugars such as fructose, galactose, and mannose?
Design and carry out an experiment to find out.

� Sometimes starch is used in medicinal pills to bind other
solids together. Do you think aspirin tablets contain
starch? Design and conduct an experiment to find out.

� Do some research to find out how chemists test for dis-
accharides such as sucrose, lactose, and maltose.
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Experiment 4.2

Heating Carbohydrates 
Materials 

Many compounds can be broken down (decomposed) into

simpler substances by heating them. From what you know

about their composition, what do you predict will happen if

you decompose a carbohydrate by heating it?

To test your prediction, make a number of small pans with

handles by folding pieces of heavy-duty aluminum foil as

shown in Figure 20a. Put on safety glasses and an oven
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� an adult

� heavy-duty 

aluminum foil 

� safety glasses 

� oven mitt 

� clothespin 

� sugar 

� candle and 

candleholder

� matches

� a friend

� cooking pan

� cold water 

� strips of blue cobalt 

chloride paper 

� cornstarch

� carbohydrate-rich foods

such as flour, bread, 

raw potato, corn syrup

� gelatin powder

� sink

� teaspoon

� measuring cup

� watercolor paintbrush 

� file card

� tongs 



mitt to protect your eyes and hand. Then use a clothespin to

grasp the handle of one of the pans. Place a small amount of

ordinary sugar (sucrose) in the pan. Under adult supervi-

sion, put a candle in a candleholder. Light the candle and

heat the sugar by holding the pan above the candle flame as

shown in Figure 20b.

What happens to the sugar when you heat it? Is there any

evidence of vapor coming from the decomposing sugar? If there

is, ask a friend to hold a cooking pan of cold water in the vapor.

Does any liquid condense on the bottom of the pan? If it does,

what do you think that liquid might be? 

If you can obtain strips of blue cobalt chloride paper, place

the end of a strip in the condensed liquid. Cobalt chloride

paper turns pink in water. Can you identify the liquid now? 

Did the sugar change? Did it turn black? If it did, what do

you think the black substance is? (For the answer, see page 124.)

Repeat the experiment, this time with a very small amount

of cornstarch in place of the sugar. What happens to the corn-

starch when you heat it? 

Try heating very small amounts of other carbohydrates and

carbohydrate-rich foods such as flour, bread, raw potato,

and a drop of corn syrup. What seems to be the common

substance that remains after all these carbohydrates are

heated? What else do you think is produced when these car-

bohydrates decompose? If you had cobalt chloride strips, you

know the answer.
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Figure 20.

a) You can make small pans by folding pieces of heavy-duty

aluminum foil. b) Under adult supervision, use a clothespin to

hold a small pan with a small amount of carbohydrate in it

over a candle flame.

aluminum foil pansa)

b)

pan with 
carbohydrate



Do other foods behave in the same way? To find out, you

might try heating a protein such as gelatin powder. Does the

gelatin powder decompose like a carbohydrate when heated?

ANOTHER INVISIBLE INK

Do this experiment near a sink under adult supervision.

Should the card you will use start to burn during the experi-

ment, drop it in the sink and turn on the water.

Decomposing a carbohydrate by heating can be the basis

for an invisible ink. To make such an ink, dissolve one teaspoon

of sugar in ¼ cup of hot water. Use a watercolor paintbrush as

a “pen” and the sugar solution as “invisible ink.” Using your

pen and invisible ink, write a short message on a file card.

After the invisible ink has dried, under adult supervision,

carefully heat the paper by holding it with tongs above a can-

dle flame. Why does the message slowly appear?

FATS: ANOTHER SOURCE OF ENERGY AND 

A WAY TO STORE IT

Carbohydrates make up the bulk of the food most people con-

sume. They also provide most of the energy our bodies need.

However, we cannot live for long on a diet of only carbohy-

drates. We need protein to provide the matter used for

growth and for the repair of cells. Enzymes that help digest

food and regulate other chemical processes that take place

within our bodies are also proteins. And we require a variety
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of minerals such as calcium, iron, magnesium, potassium,

iodine, zinc, and others.

We also need some fat to make adipose tissue, the soft tis-

sue that insulates our bodies and cushions our internal organs.

And we need fats to carry certain fat-soluble vitamins to our

cells. Both fat-soluble and water-soluble vitamins are needed to

regulate the many chemical reactions that go on within our

bodies and make life possible.

Fats and oils (liquid fat) contain carbon, hydrogen, and

oxygen, but not in the same ratio as carbohydrates. If you have

ever eaten overcooked bacon, you are aware that fat contains

carbon, the black substance that remains after fat has been

decomposed by heating. Fats contain more carbon and hydro-

gen but less oxygen per gram than carbohydrates. They also

provide twice as much energy per gram as do carbohydrates or

proteins.

If you eat more food than your body needs, the excess is

stored as fat in cells that make up adipose tissue. Everyone has

some adipose tissue beneath their skin as well as on and in

internal organs such as the kidneys and intestines. The fat is a

storehouse of energy.
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Experiment 4.3

Testing for Fat in Food 
Materials 

Chemists have ways of testing for fats, but they involve sub-

stances that are explosive or toxic. There is, however, one

simple test that can be used to identify many fatty foods. Tear

off one side of a brown paper bag. Put a drop of cooking oil on

your finger and rub it in a circular fashion on one small section

of the brown paper. Use another finger to rub some water into

another section of the paper in the same way. If you hold the

paper up to the light, you will see that the spot made with

the cooking oil and, perhaps, the one made with water are

translucent—they transmit light. The liquids transmit light
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� brown paper bag

� cooking oil

� water

� bacon

� hot dog

� peanut butter

� French fries

� butter

� margarine

� lard

� milk

� a walnut

� cream

� orange juice

� lemonade

� mayonnaise

� low-fat 

mayonnaise

� egg white

� egg yolk



because they fill in the spaces between the wood fibers in the

paper that trap the light. The water spot will become opaque

as the liquid evaporates, but the oily spot, which contains fat,

will remain translucent. Why do you think the oily spot remains

translucent? Hint: Does oil evaporate quickly?

Try testing some other substances. Make circles in the brown

paper by rubbing on it uncooked bacon and a cross-section of an

uncooked hot dog. Try some peanut butter, French fries, ordi-

nary butter, margarine, and lard. Also try milk, a walnut, cream,

orange juice, lemonade, mayonnaise, low-fat mayonnaise, egg

white, and egg yolk. Which of these substances give a positive

test for fat? Which appear to have little or no fat?

Be sure to wash your hands after handling raw

meat or eggs.
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Experiment 4.4

Testing for Proteins 
Materials 
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� an adult 

� safety glasses

� rubber gloves

� balance

� sodium hydroxide

(NaOH) crystals 

(from school science 

laboratory) 

� copper sulfate (CuSO
4
•

5H
2
O) crystals (from

school science 

laboratory)

� cold water 

� eggs 

� large test tube

� stopper

� butter

� knife

� bowl

� soap

� 2 glass jars

� metric measuring cup 

or graduated cylinder 

� eyedropper

� flour

� gelatin

� potato

� bread

� milk

� cooked white meat 

of chicken

� crackers 

� sugar 

� teaspoon

� small glass or beaker

� warm water

� cup 

� small test tube

� glass of water 

� dark room 

� penlight or small 

flashlight



Proteins can be identified by the Biuret test. Because this test

involves the use of sodium hydroxide (lye) solution, which is

harmful to skin and eyes, you will need an adult to help you

with this experiment. You should both wear safety glasses

and rubber gloves throughout the experiment. The adult

can prepare the sodium hydroxide (NaOH) solution by

adding 10 g of the white solid to 100 g of cold water and stir-

ring until the solid is dissolved.

While the adult is preparing the sodium hydroxide solution,

you can prepare a 3 percent solution of copper sulfate by

adding 3 g of blue copper sulfate (CuSO
4
• 5H

2
O) crystals to

100 mL of water.

Egg white from a raw egg is a good source of protein. It can

be used to demonstrate a positive test for protein. Separate the

white of an egg from its yolk as you did in Experiment 3.3.

When most of the white has been removed, discard the yolk,

which is primarily fat, or save it for cooking. Always wash

your hands after handling raw eggs!

Pour the egg white into a large test tube or a small jar or bot-

tle. Add an equal volume of water and stopper the tube or bottle.

Be sure the stopper seals the tube or bottle completely!

Shake the jar thoroughly to mix the egg white and water. Have

the adult add a volume of the sodium hydroxide solution equal

to the volume of mixture of egg white and water. Then stopper

and shake the tube again. Next, add about 5 drops of the copper

sulfate solution, stopper, and shake once more. A violet or
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blue-violet color indicates the presence of protein. The darker the

color, the greater the concentration of protein.

Mash samples of different foods separately in water. You

might use flour, gelatin, pieces of potato, bread, milk, cooked

white meat of chicken, crackers, and sugar. Ask the adult to

help you test these foods for protein. Which foods give a posi-

tive test for protein? Which foods can you conclude do not

contain protein?

PROTEINS AND JOHN TYNDALL 

John Tyndall (1820–1893) was an Irish physicist who discov-

ered that if a beam of light passes through water or any clear

liquid containing small molecules, the beam cannot be seen

from the side of the clear vessel holding the liquid. Larger par-

ticles, however, do reflect some of the light, making the beam

visible, just as a beam of sunlight can be seen when it shines

through dust particles in a room.

To observe what Tyndall saw, pour a teaspoon of sugar into

a small glass or beaker. Fill the vessel about halfway with warm

water and stir the mixture with a spoon. As you can see, the

sugar dissolves in the water to form a clear solution.

Next, separate the white of an egg from the yolk as described

earlier. Use an eyedropper to transfer the egg white to a small test

tube. Always wash your hands after handling raw eggs!

Take both liquids and a glass of water to a dark area. Use

a penlight or a small flashlight to shine a narrow beam of light
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through the sugar solution while you view the liquid from the

side, as shown in Figure 21. If you can see the beam in the liq-

uid when you view it from the side, you are observing what is

known as the Tyndall effect.

Is there a Tyndall effect when you shine the light through

the sugar solution? Is there a Tyndall effect when you shine the

light through a glass of water? 

Remembering that protein molecules, such as those found in

egg white, are some of the largest molecules known, would you

expect to observe the Tyndall effect when you shine the light

through the egg white? Try it. Was your prediction correct?
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Figure 21.

Can you see the beam of light from the side? If you can, you

are observing the Tyndall effect.

clear container



Experiment 4.5

A Catalyst for the Reaction of 
an Organic Compound

Materials 

As you saw in the first chapter, a chemical reaction is a process

in which one or more substances change to form new sub-

stances. A catalyst is a substance that changes the rate of a

chemical reaction without being changed itself. Your saliva and

the enzymes in your stomach and intestines serve as catalysts

in the digestion of your food. They accelerate the change of

starch and disaccharide sugars to monosaccharides, proteins to

amino acids, and fats to fatty acids and glycerol. The smaller

molecules formed during digestion can pass through the intesti-

nal walls and into the bloodstream.

In this experiment you will see how a catalyst can increase

the rate at which ordinary sugar, sucrose, is oxidized (burned).

Using forceps, hold one end of a sugar cube over a sink.

Ask an adult to bring a burning match near the other end of

the cube in an effort to make the sugar burn. The sugar may

melt, but it is not likely that it will burn.
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� an adult

� sugar (sucrose) cube 

� forceps 

� a sink 

� matches 

� wood ashes



Next, smear the end of the sugar cube with wood ashes.

You can obtain wood ashes from a fireplace or ask an adult

to burn some wooden matches or toothpicks. Again, ask the

adult to try to ignite the ash-coated end of the sugar cube as

you hold it over a sink. What happens this time? How have the

wood ashes affected the rate at which the sugar oxidizes? Can

you identify at least one of the products formed when sugar

burns? If so, what is it?

� Do some research to find out what enzymes in the diges-
tive system catalyze the digestion of carbohydrates.
Where are these enzymes produced? If possible, obtain
these enzymes in powdered form. Use them to show that
polysaccharides and disaccharides are converted to glu-
cose during digestion.

� Bile, a substance secreted by the liver, is found in the
small intestine. What role does bile play in the diges-
tion of fats? Design an experiment to show how bile
acts on fats.
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T
he food we eat is made up of organic compounds. From

ancient times the preparation of many foods has involved

baking. To bake food we surround it with heat, and often we

use a chemical or biological agent to make the food rise

(expand) as it is heated. In this chapter you will explore some

of the ways baking demonstrates organic chemistry in action.

A batter can be made to rise in many different ways. You

probably know that yeast is used to make most breads rise, but

do you know how it works? What about muffins, cakes, cream

Chapter
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puffs, and popovers? Yeast is not used in them, but still they

rise when baked.

Substances that make a batter rise are called leavening

agents. In cooking, yeast, baking soda, and baking powder are

most often the leavening agents. A gas such as carbon dioxide,

air, or steam must be trapped in a flour mixture. When the mix-

ture is heated, the gas will expand, causing the mixture to rise.

Experiment 5.1

Making Popovers: Using Air and
Steam as Leavening Agents 

Materials 

Ask an adult to preheat an oven to 450°F. Grease eight muffin

cups with butter. Break two eggs into a bowl; discard the shells.

Beat the eggs vigorously with a fork. Continue to beat while

adding 1 cup of milk, 1 cup of all-purpose flour, and 1 teaspoon

of salt. Beat until the batter is smooth. Don’t over beat! Fill the

muffin cups with the batter you have beaten. Wash your hands
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� an adult

� oven

� 8 muffin cups

� bowl

� 2 eggs 

� fork

� 1 cup milk

� 1 cup all-purpose flour

� table salt

� teaspoon

� butter to grease muffin cups

� potholder



thoroughly. Bake the popovers for 25 minutes, then lower the

temperature to 350°F and bake 15 to 20 minutes longer until

golden brown. Try not to open the oven during the cooking time.

If your oven has an oven light, use it to check on the popovers’

progress. Ask an adult to remove the popovers from the oven.

After the popovers have cooled slightly, break one open. They

should be filled with air and almost hollow inside. Can you

explain why? Remember, in the recipe you were beating eggs with

milk. Both have high water content, which, when heated,

becomes steam.

There are many variables you can change in a popover
recipe—the ingredients, oven temperature, mixing tech-

nique, cooking time, etc. Try some of the following changes
to the recipe to see what happens: (1) Don’t beat the eggs
before adding the other ingredients. Will the popovers still
rise? Will they rise as much? Will there be any change in the
texture or consistency? (2) What will happen if you don’t
preheat the oven? Will they still rise? (3) Can you use low-fat
milk, soy milk, or coconut milk? (4) What will happen if you
use an egg substitute product? (5) The original recipe says
not to over beat. What happens if you do?
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Experiment 5.2

Baking Soda as a Leavening Agent
Materials 

In this experiment we will try baking soda as a leavening agent.

We want it to produce a gas that will make a batter rise. Should

the baking soda be mixed with a liquid? Is heat needed?

To find out, place one teaspoon of baking soda on a saucer

and add one teaspoon of cold water. Is any gas produced? 

Repeat the experiment, but this time ask an adult to add

one teaspoon of boiling water to the baking soda. Is any gas

produced?

Next, add one teaspoon of vinegar to the baking soda.

What happens? Is a gas produced?

Baking soda (NaHCO
3
) is a chemical compound also

known as sodium bicarbonate. If you did Experiment 1.2 using

red cabbage juice as a pH indicator, you know that baking

soda is a base. To make it work as a leavening agent, you need

to produce some type of gas. Vinegar is a solution of acetic acid
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� an adult

� old teaspoon 

� baking soda 

� saucer 

� water 

� stove 

� pan for boiling 

water 

� vinegar

� lemon juice



(CH
3
COOH). A chemical reaction occurs when mixing an

acid with a base. In this case, the gas produced is carbon diox-

ide. The reaction can be written: 

NaHCO
3

+ CH
3
COOH → NaCH

3
COO + H

2
O + CO

2

That is, sodium bicarbonate plus acetic acid produces

sodium acetate plus water plus carbon dioxide.

Try adding some lemon juice to the baking soda. Lemon

juice contains citric acid. Is a gas produced? 

As you have seen, lemon juice as well as vinegar can pro-

duce carbon dioxide from baking soda. In fact, many acids will

have the same effect.

Look at recipes in a cookbook that call for baking soda as

the leavening agent. Can you identify the acid that will react

with the baking soda?
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Experiment 5.3

Baking Powder as a 

Leavening Agent
Materials 

Have you ever wondered why some recipes call for baking soda

and some call for baking powder? Is there a major difference or

can they be substituted for each other in a recipe? 

To find out, begin by adding one teaspoon of baking pow-

der to a saucer. Then add one teaspoon of cold water to the

baking powder. Is a gas produced? Repeat the experiment, but

this time ask an adult to add one teaspoon of boiling water

to the baking powder. What happens? 

In both cases, you should have seen a surge of bubbles from

a gas being released in a chemical reaction. The gas being

released is carbon dioxide. You probably witnessed two differ-

ent chemical reactions happening at the different temperatures.

Baking powder is a mixture of baking soda and powdered

acids, so it contains both basic and acidic ingredients. Dry
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� an adult

� double-acting baking

powder

� teaspoon

� water

� saucer

� boiling water



cornstarch is added to absorb moisture to insure that the

baking powder doesn’t start reacting before it should.

Double-acting baking powder is often used in recipes.

There are two reactions that can occur with double-acting bak-

ing powder because there are two different acids in it. The first

reaction occurs when water is added to it. Many carbon diox-

ide bubbles develop. When heat is added, another reaction

takes place. The acid that reacts with water is usually cream of

tartar (KHC
4
H

4
O

6
). It can also be tartaric acid (C

4
H

6
O

6
) or

monocalcium phosphate (CaHPO
4
). The acid in baking pow-

der that reacts to heat is usually aluminum sulfate

(Al
2
[SO

4
]

3
). Look at the ingredients listed on your container

of double-acting baking powder. What acids does it contain?
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Experiment 5.4

The Same Recipe Using Different

Leavening Agents
Materials

Now that you have discovered the difference between baking

soda and baking powder, do you think you could change a

recipe to use one when the recipe calls for the other? One

other fact you should know before you try this on your own is

that baking soda is about four times stronger as a leavening

agent than baking powder. In other words, if a recipe calls
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� an adult

� mixing bowl

� measuring cup

� mixing spoon

� biscuit cutter

� waxed paper

� rolling pin

� baking sheet

� oven

For baking powder 

biscuits: 

� 2 cups flour

� 4 teaspoons baking 

powder

� 1 teaspoon salt

� 1/3 cup vegetable oil

� 2/3 cup of whole milk

For baking soda 

biscuits: 

� 2 cups flour

� 1 teaspoon baking soda

� 1 teaspoon salt

� 1/3 cup vegetable oil

� 2/3 cup buttermilk



for 1 teaspoon of baking soda and you wanted to use baking

powder, you would need to use 4 teaspoons of baking powder.

Try out the two basic recipes for the biscuits as listed above.

Note the changes for the two leavening agents. See if you

notice any differences in the resulting biscuits. Try to follow the

procedures for the two recipes in the same way and in the same

amount of time for the different leavening agents so that those

factors do not become possible variables. A great way to insure

that these factors stay constant would be to have someone else

follow one recipe as you make the other. Then you could cook

both sets of biscuits at the same time!

Ask an adult to preheat the oven to 450°F. Mix dry

ingredients together in a bowl. Pour milk and oil into a cup but

do not mix. Pour the liquids into the dry ingredients. Mix until

the dough forms a ball. Put the dough on a sheet of waxed

paper that is double the size of the dough. Put the dough near

the edge of one side of the paper. Lift the other side of the

waxed paper over the dough and knead by pressing down on

the dough through the waxed paper with the heel of your hand.

Turn and repeat this process until the dough is smooth. Roll

the dough to ½-inch thickness with the rolling pin, keeping a

piece of waxed paper between the dough and rolling pin. Cut

out biscuits with a biscuit cutter or the rim of a glass with

approximately a 11/2-inch diameter and place the biscuits on a

baking sheet. Bake for 10 to 12 minutes until golden brown.

Each recipe makes about 16 biscuits.
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Compare the biscuits. How well did they rise? Is their

texture the same? Did one take longer to cook than the other?

Do they taste the same? If there are differences, what may have

caused them?

Do you know why you had to use buttermilk instead of

whole milk in the baking soda biscuits? Could you use butter-

milk in the baking powder biscuits and get the same results as

you got using whole milk?

When you have finished your comparison, invite people to

help you eat the biscuits. You might cut up strawberries, add

whipped cream, and make individual strawberry shortcakes!

� Design and carry out an experiment to show that one
part of baking soda is equivalent to approximately four
parts of baking powder as a leavening agent.

� Try preparing other recipes using baking soda and
baking powder as leavening agents. Make other sub-
stitutions as needed.

� Test the pH of soy milk and coconut milk. Can either of
them be used with baking soda as a substitute for bak-
ing powder?
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Experiment 5.5

Yeast as a Leavening Agent
Materials 

Yeast is a living organism, a single-celled fungus named

Saccharomyces cerevisiae. It is a very distant cousin of mush-

rooms. Yeast feeds on sugar, which it changes to alcohol and

carbon dioxide with the enzymes it contains.

Mix some yeast with warm water and table sugar (sucrose).

Do not use hot water. Remember, yeast is a living organism. If

the water is too hot, you will kill the cells. The temperature

range that is best for yeast to become active is between 27 and

38°C (80 and 100°F). If the water is too cold, the yeast will

stay inactive or the reaction will be very slow. When you mix

the yeast with the warm water and sugar, you should detect an

odor as the yeast enzymes convert the sugar to carbon dioxide
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� package of dry yeast or a

cake of compressed yeast 

� warm water 27–38°C

(80–100°F)

� 4 glasses 

� tablespoon 

� table sugar

� corn syrup

� flour

� spoons 

� measuring cup 

� thermometer

� paper labels

� a pen

� clock



and alcohol. You should be able to smell the alcohol. The

chemical equation for this process is 

yeast enzymes + C
12

H
22

O
11

+ H
2
O → 4C

2
H

5
OH + 4CO

2

sucrose      water       alcohol     carbon 
dioxide

Can you detect bubbles of carbon dioxide?

DOES YEAST HAVE A FAVORITE CARBOHYDRATE?

Does one type of carbohydrate react faster with yeast than

others?

You learned in Chapter 4 that starch is made of long chains

of monosaccharide sugar molecules linked together. Can yeast

convert starch to alcohol and carbon dioxide?

To explore the qualities of yeast, you will need warm water.

Check the temperature of the water from your faucet with a

thermometer. If you can get water from your faucet at temper-

atures of 27–38°C, you should not have to heat the water.

Put 2/3 cup of warm water into each of four glasses. Label

the glasses: sugar, corn syrup, flour, water only. Put two

tablespoons of table sugar in one glass, the same amount of

corn syrup in another glass, and the same amount of flour in

the third glass. Add nothing to the water in the fourth glass.

Place an equal amount of yeast (about 1/2 teaspoon) in each

glass. Do not mix. Label the glasses. Observe all four glasses

immediately after adding the yeast, after 10 minutes, after
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20 minutes, and after 30 minutes. Look for bubbles of gas

and check for odor.

In which glass did you first observe bubbles? Did you

detect any odor? Did one produce bubbles continuously? Did

they all eventually produce bubbles, indicating that the yeast

was converting the carbohydrate into carbon dioxide and alco-

hol? Why did you add only water and yeast to the fourth glass?

Baking yeast uses glucose as its main food source. Can you

guess which of the carbohydrates you used has the most glucose

in it? 

� Many types of sugars and starches are used in baking.
Try this same experiment with other sugar sources such
as honey, brown sugar, and molasses. Do the same with
different starches, such as different kinds of flour and
cornstarch.

� Is there a limit to how much sugar yeast can digest? Can
too much sugar inhibit the reaction?
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Experiment 5.6

Testing Flours for Gluten Content
Materials 

Wheat flour provides the structure for most baked goods. Flour

is made from grain that is compressed in its processing releas-

ing starches and proteins. When liquids are added to wheat

flour and kneaded, two proteins in the flour, gliadin and

glutenin, combine to form gluten. Gluten is a tough, elastic

material. When dough is cooked, the gluten stretches and traps

the gas bubbles, causing the dough to rise.

Different flours have different amounts of protein. Flours

with high protein content will be able to make more gluten and

thus stronger dough. Flour with less protein and, thus, more

starch will make a more delicate, tender dough.

Label three bowls with three types of flour: all-purpose

flour, cake flour, and bread flour. Place 1 cup of each different
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� an adult

� 3 labeled bowls

� all-purpose flour

� cake flour

� bread flour

� measuring cup 

� cool water

� 3 spoons

� cookie sheet

� room-temperature water

� oven

� oven mitt

� balance (if available)



flour in each bowl. Add ½ cup of room-temperature water to

each bowl. Mix the water and flour in the bowls with separate

spoons. Then knead each mixture until it forms a rubbery, soft

dough. Put each dough back into its proper bowl. Add

enough cool water to each bowl to cover the dough. After ten

minutes, pour off the white liquid that has formed and add

fresh water. Make sure the dough doesn’t fall apart. Squeeze

it into a ball each time you change the water, rinsing off your

hands between bowls. Follow this procedure at ten-minute

intervals for an hour. Carefully observe the three batches of

dough after an hour. Look for any differences in elasticity,

size, and color. Continue to change the water for each dough

until the water is no longer white. Some types of dough may

take longer. Once all the batches are leaving the water almost

clear, make careful observations again.

While you are making your observations, ask an adult to

preheat an oven to 450°F. Using an oven mitt, an adult

should place the three batches of dough on a cookie sheet in the

oven for 15 to 30 minutes. Remove the dough batches.

Observe any changes in size. Let them cool. Then compare

their weights by lifting two at a time with opposite hands or by

weighing them on a balance. Which dough is heaviest? Which

of the three doughs is lightest?

What do you think washed away in the water? Do you

think it might be the starch in the flour or the protein? Which
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type of flour do you think has the most protein? Which flour

has the most starch? Which flour was the most elastic?

� Wheat flour is the source of gluten. Some type of wheat
flour is called for in most recipes for bread and muffins,
even in recipes for corn muffins or rye bread. With an
adult’s help, repeat Experiment 5.6 using some flours
you haven’t tested, including whole wheat flour.

� Find a recipe for muffins. With an adult’s help, in one
batch use all purpose flour; in another batch use cake
flour (be sure it is not self-rising). Do you detect any dif-
ference in the muffins?

� Design and carry out experiments to test other variables
that might affect the formation of gluten, such as how long
you beat the batter, how much water is added, and so on.
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By doing the experiments in this book, you have learned a

good deal about organic chemistry. You have found that organic

compounds contain carbon, and you have seen how carbon

bonds with other elements covalently in a three-dimensional

way. Although carbon usually bonds covalently, some of its

compounds, as you have seen, are polar. Many organic acids,

like inorganic acids, can provide hydrogen ions, which you have

learned to identify. By now you probably understand that car-

bon compounds are common and abundant in both kind and

quantity. You have seen that foods, our source of energy and vit-

amins essential to life, are organic compounds. The same is true

of our fossil fuels and many other compounds such as drugs,

dyes, explosives, and plastics. And you must also realize by now

that everyone who bakes is using organic chemistry.

If you have enjoyed doing these experiments and learning

about organic chemistry, you will probably want to continue

to study chemistry in high school and, perhaps, college.

There is much more you can learn about this fascinating sub-

ject. It might even lead to a lifelong career in any of a variety

of occupations.
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p. 44. There will be 22 hydrogen atoms (2 × 10 + 2 = 22).

p. 46. The meth- prefix indicates one carbon. For there to be

double or triple bonds there must be at least two car-

bon atoms in the molecule.
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pentane

       H    H    H    H    H  

H – C – C – C – C – C –  H

       H    H    H    H    H  
hexane

       H    H    H    H    H    H  

H – C – C – C – C – C – C – H

       H    H    H    H    H    H  

heptane

       H    H    H    H    H    H    H  

H – C – C – C – C – C – C – C – H

       H    H    H    H    H    H    H  
octane

       H    H    H    H    H    H    H    H

H – C – C – C – C – C – C – C – C – H

       H    H    H    H    H    H    H    H

nonane

       H    H    H    H    H    H    H    H    H

H – C – C – C – C – C – C – C – C – C – H

       H    H    H    H    H    H    H    H    H
decane

       H    H    H    H    H    H    H    H    H    H

H – C – C – C – C – C – C – C – C – C – C – H

       H    H    H    H    H    H    H    H    H    H

p. 42.

p. 31.
6

12
C

6

13
C

6

14
C

will have 7 neutrons, 

6 protons, and 

6 electrons.

will have 8 neutrons, 

6 protons, and 

6 electrons.



p. 46. These are from the Greek names for the numbers 1, 2,

3, 4, . . . 10.

p. 52. It would make no difference. Both ends of the water

molecule have a charge; either one or the other will be

attracted to the charged comb.

p. 59. Yes! There are 14 atoms on each side of the equation

as shown below. 

p. 62. Cooking oil is less dense. It floats on water.

p. 94. The black substance is carbon, which is found in all

organic compounds.
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CH
3
COO

− + H
+ + Na

+ + HCO
3

− → Na
+ + CH

3
COO

− + CO
2

+ H
2
O



Carolina Biological Supply Company
2700 York Road
Burlington, NC 27215-3398
(800) 334-5551
http://www.carolina.com

Connecticut Valley Biological 
Supply Company
82 Valley Road
P.O. Box 326
Southampton, MA 01073
(800) 628-7748
http://www.ctvalleybio.com

Delta Education
80 Northwest Boulevard
P.O. Box 3000
Nashua, NH 03061-3000
(800) 442-5444
http://www.delta-education.com

Edmund Scientifics
60 Pearce Avenue
Tonawanda, NY 14150-6711
(800) 728-6999
http://scientificsonline.com

Educational Innovations, Inc.
362 Main Avenue
Norwalk, CT 06851
(888) 912-7474
http://www.teachersource.com

Fisher Science Education
4500 Turnberry Drive
Hanover Park, IL 60133
(800) 955-1177
http://www.fisheredu.com

Frey Scientific
100 Paragon Parkway
Mansfield, OH 44903
(800) 225-3739
http://www.freyscientific.com/

NASCO-Fort Atkinson
901 Janesville Avenue
P.O. Box 901
Fort Atkinson, WI 53538-0901
(800) 558-9595
http://www.nascofa.com/

NASCO-Modesto
4825 Stoddard Road
P.O. Box 3837
Modesto, CA 95352-3837
(800) 558-9595
http://www.nascofa.com

Sargent-Welch/VWR Scientific
P.O. Box 5229
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089-5229
(800) 727-4386
http://www.sargentwelch.com

Science Kit & Boreal Laboratories
777 East Park Drive
P.O. Box 5003
Tonawanda, NY 14150
(800) 828-7777
http://sciencekit.com

Ward’s Natural Science
P.O. Box 92912
Rochester, NY 14692-9012
(800) 962-2660
http://www.wardsci.com
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A
acids and bases, 15–17, 32

alkane series, 43–44

alkene series, 44–45, 46

alkyne series, 44–45, 46

atomic weight, 29, 31

atoms, 28

charged, 31–32

isotopes of, 29–30

structure of, 28–29

B
baking, 106

and leavening agents, 107–108,

109–110, 111–112

making popovers, 107–108

testing flours for gluten content,

119–121

Biuret test, 101

bonds, chemical

covalent, 32, 34–35, 36, 39, 42, 50

double, 42

ionic, 31, 36, 39

triple, 42

C
carbohydrates, 86–97

heating, 93–96

testing for a simple sugar, 90–92

testing for a starch, 89–90

catalyst, 104

increasing the rate sugar is oxidized,

104–105

chemical reaction, 11

effect of a catalyst, 104–105

of an organic compound, 104–105

produced when cutting an onion, 19

signs of, 12

chromatography, 13–14

cis-trans isomers, 74–77

solubility and polarity of, 76

compounds of carbon, 27–49

D
Dalton, John, 28
density, 62

calculating, 62, 82
of different liquids, 62–63
to identify substances, 82–85
of plastics, 83–84

detergents, 69, 70

E
electrical conductivity

of ionic and covalent bonds, 
36–38

testing of cooking oil, 39
testing of salt, 38
testing of sugar, 38–39

electrons, 28–29, 31
elements, 27–29, 31
emulsions, 63

permanent, 64, 71
temporary, 63

F
fats and oils, 96

stored as adipose tissue, 97
testing for in foods, 98–99

fats, soaps, detergents, and polar 
molecules, 66–69

flours and gluten content, 19–121
food (organic compounds),

86–105

H
hydrocarbons, 42–45, 67

hydrophobic and hydrophilic 
ends of, 68, 69

I
invisible ink, 17, 96
ions, 32
isomers, 47–48

cis-trans, 74–77
molecular models of, 47–48

isotopes, 29–31
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L
leavening agents, 106–107

air and steam, 107–108
baking powder, 111–112
baking soda, 109–110
comparing, 113–115
yeast, 116–118

M
milk, 71–72
miscible and immiscible liquids, 60
mixtures, 27

separation into pure substances, 27
models of organic compounds, 40–42, 43,

58–59
molecular models, 34–35
molecules, 28
molecules, atoms, and chemical bonds,

28–32

N
neutralization, 32

P
pH scale, 15, 76
plastics, 81–85

code for recycling, 81–82
formation of, 81

polar and nonpolar compounds, 50–85
alcohols and organic acids, 56–59
detergents, fats, and soaps, 67–70
solubility and density of, 60–65
properties of, 60–61
water, 50–55

polarity
of common alcohols, 56
of organic acids, 56–57, 58, 59
of soap and suds, 69–70
and solubility and density, 60–65
of water molecules, 50–51, 53, 55

polymers, 78
in diapers, 78–80

and plastics, 81–85

natural and synthetic, 78

polymerization, 78, 81

proteins, 96

testing for, 102

and the Tyndall effect, 102–103

protons, 28–29, 31

pure substances, 27

compounds, 27, 29, 31

elements, 27, 29, 31

R
recycling, 81–82

S
safety, 7–9

saturated solution, 24

saturation point, 24

changing with temperature, 24–26

science fairs, 6–7

soaps, 66–67, 69–70

solubility, 60–65

sugar crystals, 24–26

sugars, 87–88

disaccharides, 87

monosaccharides, 87

polysaccharides, 87–88

supersaturated solution, 24

growing sugar crystals with a, 24–26

T
Tyndall effect, 102–103

triple bonds, 42

Tyndall, John, 102

W
water, 28

as a polar compound, 50–55

polar nature of molecules, 52–53

and surface tension, 53–55

Wöhler, Friederich, 28
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